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Editor's Message
Looking forward to Microwave week, June 7-12, in Baltimore. The TPC

meeting in January was great, there were lots of good papers to review
and Baltimore had unseasonally warm weather and so was beautiful in Janu-
ary. The Baltimore Aquarium is a don't miss, the shark tank was incredible.
Hope to see you in Baltimore.

Regards,

Aust'n

Austin Truitt
Raytheon Electronics Company

13510 North Central Expressway
MS 217

Dallas, Texas 75243 USA
(972) 344-2918 (wk)

(972) 344-2712 (fax)
email: austin-truitt@ti.com

+ Protocol: David F. Wait, University Relations: Dick Ehret, Publications Support: Charles M. Jackson, Don Huebner,
Joseph Donovan; Publicity Support: George Rinard, Jeffrey Jargon; Signs: Christie Whitehead;
MTI-S AdCom Liaison: Karl Varian; Industry Relations: Dick Loewecke, Robert D'Rourk£!, Historical Exhibit: Dave Russell
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The MTT Digital Library
Project Continues to Archive
All MTT Publications

• Thanks to various people for • Will Use Denver IMS and IEEE
RFIC Symposium Digests Pubs Material

MTT Society

The MTT archive project continues
on track. So far we have archived 5
CDROMS, up to 1972. We will
start making the 1997 annual
CDROM soon. A breif summary of
the three projects follows:

Project 1, Complete Archive

• Complete Archive of all Publica-
tions Since 1953

• Expect 17 CDROM Set

• Target Cost to Members- 5$ICD,
100$ total

• First 5 CDROMs Completed,
1953-1975

• Thanks to Ted Saad for contrib-
uting all hardcopies

Ombudsman

Ed Niehenke
Niehenke Consulting
5829 Bellanca Drive
Elkridge, MD 21075
(410) 796-5866
(410) 796-5829 FAX
E-mail: e.nie-
henke@ieee.org

Project 2, Cumulative Abstract In-
dex

• Based on Complete Archive-
Similar to 1997 Symposium In-
dex

• Stand-Alone, but Offering Spe-
cial Cross-CDROM Approach

• Plan to Update and Offer Every
Year to All Members

Project 3, 1997 Annual CDROM

• Give to Journal Subscribers for
5$ (TBD)

• Offer to Non-Subscribers for $10
(TBD)

• Offer to Non-Members at non-
member subscription rate

I have been selected by the Micro-
wave Theory and Techniques Soci-
ety Administrative Committee
(ADCOM) to continue serving as
your Ombudsman for 1998. It was a
pleasure to serve in previous years
and I look forward to continuing in
1998. The purpose of the Ombuds-
man is to receive complaints and as-
sist members in solving problems

Near Term Actions:

• Signed Contract

• Completed CDROM #5, from
1953-1975

• Create a 1997 annual CDROM

• Get CDROM Reviewers- need
20 to 60 people to review
CDROMS

• Finalize IEEE Pubs Input

• Marketing and Distribution plan

• Decide on Costs to members,
shooting for $120 for a 17
CDROM set

If you would like to help review a
CDROM for quality of reproduc-
tion, including about 10 hours of
time to "flip" through 1/3 of a
CDROM, please contact Charlie
Jackson at c.jackson@iee.org. m.

encountered obtaining membership
services from IEEE and MTT-S.

As your Ombudsman in 1998, I re-
ceived 71 inquiries and suggestions
(34 non-US) from MTT-S members.
This is much higher than the 24 re-
ceived in 1996. Seventy of the in-
quiries were made bye-mail, which
is convenient for me to answer. Re-
sponses were made to all requests.
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Digests as well as any other periodi-
cals can be ordered through IEEE
by calling IEEE toll free in US
(800) 678-4333 or (732) 981-0060,
and asking for order department.

I received two requests in each of
the following four areas: Transac-
tions issues, becoming a senior
member, exhibiting at 98 IMS, and
needing a membership card. I re-
ceived one request in the following
14 areas: how to become a MTT-S
member, name of AP-S Ombuds-
man, how to obtain plastic Smith
Chart, contact information of a
member, award information, infor-
mation on Education Society, cor-
rect address, student free
membership information, filter top-
ics for Ph.D. dissertation, European
Microwave conference date, mail-
ing list, IMS CD ROM, IMS travel
information, and a request to put
meeting notice on MTT -S web site.

If you have been involved in electri-
cal engineering (engineer, teacher,
etc.) for lO years with significant
experience for 5 years, you can ap-
ply for senior member of the IEEE.
Call IEEE and ask for a senior
member application toll free in US
at (800) 678-4333 or (732)
981-0060.

As in past years, members sug-
gested that MTT -S periodicals be
packaged for mailing in plastic
wrappers instead of the traditional
brown paper sleeve. This will cost
more but will eliminate the possibil-
ity of the periodical falling out of
the sleeve and provide a more rug-
ged package to survive the mail
without damage. ADCOM acted on
this request at the January 1998
meeting and approved that future
MTT -S periodicals be packaged in
the plastic wrapper. Past sugges-
tions requested that past and future
MTT-S periodicals be put on CD
ROM along with an index and be
offered to members. This was ap-
proved at the January 1997
ADCOM meeting and this project is
proceeding well. MTT -S periodi-
cals are now in electronic form and
are viewable to members who sub-
scribed to them on the web by visit-
ing http://www.opera.ieee.org/.
Instructions on registering and ob-
taining your user ID are located on
that web site.

Thirteen members wanted to re-
ceive the MTT -S Transactions and
or MTT -S Microwave and Guided
Wave Letters and were not receiv-
ing them. In checking with IEEE it
was found that when they joined
MTI -S they had chosen not to re-
ceive the publications. The basic
MTT -S membership cost of $8/year
includes the MTT -S newsletter and
other member services. For an addi-
tional cost, members are given the
choice of subscribing to the MTT-S

Transactions ($13/year), the
MTI-S Microwave and Guided
Wave Letters for $8/year, or both
($21/year). This way members can
choose what they want. I informed
the members that they need to re-
quest the periodicals from IEEE.
Members can call in their order us-
ing a credit card. Toll free in US
(800) 678-4333 or (732) 981-0060.
Members can also FAX in their or-
der with credit card number, type
and expiration date to the following
number: (732) 562-6380 Attention
Member Services. Members can e-
mail their order using their credit
card number, type, and expiration
date. E-mail number is: mem-
ber.services@ieee.org.

Eight members requested missing
issues which were mailed to them.
Eight members requested informa-
tion on the 1998 International Mi-
crowave Symposium. To obtain this
information, visit the MTI -S web
page at http://www.mtt.org/ and to
International Microwave Symposia
then go to IMS 98 Baltimore, MD
for information. Information is
available for papers, technical ses-
sion, workshops, panel sessions, fo-
cused sessions, hotels, travel,
restaurants, etc.

I replied to six technical questions
and responded to four paper re-
quests. Four members requested
membership status and three mem-
bers complained about the lateness
of the MTT-S Newsletter which
was rectified. Three members
wanted the MTT-S IMS Digest.

All requests were acted upon.
Please feel free to contact me by
letter, telephone, or e-mail con-
cerning any complaint you may
have or any assistance you may
need in obtaining membership
services from IEEE and MTT-S.
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MTT-S Education Committee
Activities and Plans

-

by
K.C. Gupta, Chair

Role of the Education Committee:
According to MTT-S bylaws re-
sponsibilities of the Education
Committee include the following.
a) Promotion and coordination of
the activities furthering the cause of
education as it relates to the Soci-
ety, and b) Institution and admini-
stration of educational aid programs
to be wholly and partially spon-
sored by the Society. The cause of
education, as it relates to MTT-S,
includes (a) Education of students
about to join the profession and po-
tentially become a member of
MTT-S, and (b) Education (and
educational renewal) of members
themselves. Recent activities of the
Committee had concentrated on
educational aids program. However
the Committee intends to play a
broader role, and is seeking MTT-S
membership response to questions
of the following nature: Should the
Committee look at and try to influ-
ence RF and microwave curriculum
that our members go through? Do
we need activities oriented towards
curricula for microwave education,
activities trying to influence what
"microwaves" is taught to students
etc? Should the Committee encour-
age workshops, symposia and semi-
nars on microwave education?
Should the Committee try to pro-
vide a forum for curricula inputs
needed, and provide a platform for
brainstorming among microwave

educators on the future of micro-
wave education? Should the Com-
mittee sponsor and coordinate
tutorials/short-courses for continu-
ing education and training of
MTT -S members? Thoughtful re-
sponses to these issues and other
suggestions for MTT -S Education
Committee are most welcome.
Please contact the Committee Chair
at Error! Bookmark not defined.

RF/Microwave Education Forum:
In order to provide a platform to ad-
dress some of the above questions
and to discuss microwave education
related issues, the Committee is or-
ganizing an RF/Microwave Educa-
tion Forum at the 1998 IMS
Symposium in Baltimore. This event
is planned to be a continuing feature
of the future IMS Symposia.

The purpose of the Forum is to
serve as a venue for discussion and
constructive debate among practi-
tioners in microwave education; a
vehicle for the introduction and dif-
fusion of new ideas in RF and mi-
crowave education; and a means for
networking and interchange with
others having similar interests. A
list of attendees will be circulated to
help initiate networking and contin-
ued dialog among them.

The Forum is scheduled on Thurs-
day, June 11, 1998, during the after-
noon from 12:00 noon to 1:30 p.m.
Although the intent is to keep the
Forum informal, in view of the lim-
ited time, the following agenda has
been proposed:

• Very brief position papers or
statements by three to four in-
vited speakers
12:00 p.m. - 12:25 p.m.

• Open discussion and brainstorm-
ing
12:25 p.m. -1:25 p.m.

• Recapitulation and summary
1:25 p.m. -1:30 p.m.

All IMS participants and MTT-S
members with a serious interest in
educational issues are invited to
join other like-minded individuals
during this Forum for a stimulating
hour of discussion on issues of cur-
rent importance, and to contribute,
as well as hear about, new ideas in
RF and microwave education.
Members of the audience are in-
vited to participate in the open dis-
cussion by asking questions,
presenting alternative views, re-
porting their own experiences, and
bringing up other issues of interest.
If you would like to present some
remarks to the assembled attendees,
please feel free to bring one or two
overhead transparencies in support
of your comments, in the interest of
making an effective use of the lim-
ited time available.

If you would like to propose topics
for discussion, or make other sug-
gestions concerning the Forum,
please let the Coordinator of the
event, Professor Madhu S. Gupta
know, preferably via e-mail
(m.gupta@ieee.org). In the interest
of saving time, box lunch will be
available for all attendees. For this
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purpose, it is necessary to have a
head count in advance, and we
would appreciate it if you could let
us know if you plan to attend the
Forum. (Madhu S. Gupta, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering; Florida
State University; Tallahassee, FL
32310 Tel. (850) 487-6450;
FAX (850) 487-6479; e-mail
m.gupta@ieee.org.

Education Committee
on WEB
Additional information on the ac-
tivities and plans of MTT -S Edu-
cation Committee is available on
Society's home page at
http://www.mtt.org. We welcome
readers/members suggestions on
the additional items that may be

included in this portion of the home
page.

MTT-S Graduate
Fellowship Program
The Microwave Theory and Tech-
niques Society offers financial as-
sistance to graduate students
pursuing research in the area of mi-
crowave technology. The assistance
is in the amount of $5000 for use by
the student and is in addition to any
other stipend the student may be re-
ceiving. Four awards are made each
year and the winners are selected on
the basis of a competitive evalua-
tion of the information they provide
in an application form and the ac-
companying documents. Typically,
the deadline for applying is

November 30th of a given year and
the winners are announced by the
end of March of the following year.
The students receive the award
checks at a ceremony at the Interna-
tional Microwave Symposium in
June. The odds of winning are quite
high; in 1998 for instance the odds
were 1 in 7! These awards are free
of any citizenship restrictions but
both the student and the faculty ad-
visor must be members of MTT.
Further information about this sub-
ject and an application form can be
found on the MTT web page at org.

For further details of this program,
please contact Dr. Aditya Gupta,
Coordinator of the Fellowship Pro-
gram at gupta.a.k@postal.essd.
northgrum.com 1ft

Automatic RF Techniques
Group
ARFTG Celebrates Silver Anniversary in Portland

by Roger Marks,
ARFTG/MTT -S Liaison

After 25 years of semiannual con-
ferences, the Automatic Radio Fre-
quency Techniques Group
(ARFTG) celebrated its Silver An-
niversary with the 50th ARFTG
Conference on December 4-5,
1997. The meeting was an occasion
for reflection as well as for the usual
exploration of the latest develop-
ments in microwave measurements.
The charming and historic Benson
Hotel in Portland, Oregon provided
the perfect ambiance for the

congenial interactions that are
ARFTG's hallmark.

Conference Chair Ed Godshalk had
his hands full in arranging the
events for the 73 registrants while,
as ARFTG's Publications Chair,
pulling together the conference di-
gest. At the same time, Ed served as
Technical Program Co-Chair along
with John Sevic. While the confer-
ence theme of "Measurement Tech-
niques for Digital Wireless
Applications" demonstrated that
ARFTG remains at the cutting edge,
a historical session provided inter-
esting retrospectives of the chal-
lenges of the past. An additional

highlight was an entertaining post-
banquet historical review of
ARFTG by Ed Stevens, who
chaired the 2nd ARFTG Confer-
ence in 1973 and was a member of
the first ARFTG Steering Commit-
tee. For the text of Ed's ARFTG
history, see the ARFTG Web Site.

The conference Technical Agenda
is attached. Conference attendees
voted to present the Best Paper
Award to Roger Marks for the talk
"Formulations of the Basic Vector
Network Analyzer Error Model In-
cluding Switch Terms." Gerry
Reeve was chosen to receive an
award for Best Historical Paper for
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his "History of Microwave Metrol-
ogy at NIST."

ARFfG Exhibition Chair Mike Fen-
nelly once again organized a strong
interactive Exhibition. The Best Ex-
hibitor Award went to the University
of South Florida for the display of its
Wireless and Microwave Instruction
(WAMI) Laboratory, which intro-
duces students to the field with
stimulating experiments.

At the Awards Banquet, ARFTG
President Kevin Kerwin presented
the Best Paper Award for the 49th
Conference to Gary Alley (in ab-
sentia). He presented the Best Ex-
hibitor Award from the same
conference to Hewlett-Packard.

Before the conference, on December
2-3, ARFTG and the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology
presented their fourth annual Micro-
wave Measurements Short Course,
this time addressing "RF and Micro-
wave Measurements for Wireless
Applications." Organizers Bob
Judish and Larry Dunleavy again
achieved success, attracting 69 peo-
ple. The course agenda is attached.

The membership elected two new
members to the ARFTG Executive
Committee (ExCom): Chip Wilker
and Greg Bums. Bob Judish and
Mike Fennelly were re-elected. Bill
Pas tori and Harmon Banning did
not stand for re-election.The Ex-
Com elected the 1998 ARFTG Offi-
cers: Ken Wong as President, Bob
Judish as Vice President, and Pat
Nolan as Secretary.

The 51st ARFTG Conference will
be held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in Baltimore, MD on Friday, June
12, 1998 in conjunction with the
1998 IEEE MTT -S International
Microwave Symposium (IMS).
This year's meeting will continue

1997 ARFTG/NIST Microwave Measurements Short Course
("RF and Microwave Measurements for Wireless Applications")

December 2,1997 December 3, 1997

Microwave Circuit Theory, Dylan Wi/- Phase Noise Measurements, Fred
Iiams - NIST Walls - NIST

Network Analyzer Error Models and Microwave Load-Pull Measurements
Calibration Methods,
Doug Rytting - Hewlett-Packard Mike Fennelly - ATN Microwave

VNA Uncertainty Issues Circuit Verification for Wireless
Communications,

John Juroshek - NIST Joel Dunsmore - Hewlett Packard

On-Wafer Measurements Modulation Theory for Digital Wire-
less Communications,

Dylan Williams - NIST John Sevic - QUALCOMM

Power Measurements Fixturing Issues in RFIC Test

Steve Reyes - Giga-tronics Leonard Hayden - Cascade Microtech

Receiver Noise Measurements Time Domain Measurements

Bill Pastori - Maury Microwave Sedki Riad - Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Spectrum Analysis Time Domain Network Analysis

Morris Engelson - JMS Don DeGroot - NIST

ARFTG's leading-edge telecom-
munications focus, with the topic
"Characterization of Spread Spec-
trum Components and Systems."
For information, see the ARFTG
Web site or contact Conference
Chair Greg Bums at
burns.john@postal. essd.northgrum.
com. Abstracts are due to Technical
Program Chair Paul Oesterle (paul_
oesterle@hp.com) by March 6,
1998. Expanded versions of ac-
cepted papers will again be consid-
ered for the Special Symposium
Issue of the IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Tech-
niques; John Sevic (j.sevic@
ieee.org) will serve as Associate
Guest Editor.

The 51st Conference again offers an
excellent opportunity to exhibit
your product. For information, con-
tact Exhibition Chair Mike Fen-
nelly at mfennelly@
atn-microwave.com.

In conjunction with the 51st ARFfG
Conference, ARFfG will cosponsor
two joint sessions of IMS'98 at the
Baltimore Convention Center on
Thursday, June 11, 1998. Regis-
trants of the ARFfG Conference are
invited to attend these sessions, the
papers from which will be printed in
both the IMS and ARFfG digests.
The topics are "Commercial and In-
dustrial Microwave Systems" and
"Digital Interconnection Techniques
and Characterization at GHz Fre-
quencies."
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Singapore) and Rajinder Singh
(Institute of Microelectronics,
Singapore)

• CDMA Load Pull Measurements
with Harmonic Tuning and Har-
monic Behavioral Modeling, Mi-
chael Fennelly, David Kinzel
(ATN Microwave, Inc., N. Bille-
rica, MA)

For information on ARFTG and all
of these upcoming events, please
see the ARFTG Web Site, main-
tained by Roger Marks, at
http://www.arftg.org .

50th ARFTG
Conference: Technical
Agenda

Intermod ulation
Distortion
Measurements
• Nonlinear Characterization by

Harmonic Generation: An Alter-
native Technique for Measuring
Intermodulation Distortions,
Charles Wilker & Charles F. Car-
ter III (DuPont Superconductiv-
ity, Wilmington, DE)

• The Measurement of Intermodu-
lation Products on Passive Com-
ponents and Transmission Lines,
Bernhard Rosenberger (Rosen-
berger Hochfrequenztechnik
GmbH & Co., Tittmoning, Ger-
many)

• Power Amplifier Intermodula-
tion Distortion Measurements,
Tom Ruttan (Maxtek Compo-
nents Corp., Beaverton, OR)

Historical Session
• A History of Microwave Wafer

Probing, Eric Strid (Cascade Mi-
crotech, Inc., Beaverton, OR)

• History of Microwave Metrology
at NIST, Gerome R. Reeve
(NIST, Boulder, CO)

• A Brief Look Back at Microwave
Noise Generator Calibration, Bill
Pastori (Maury Microwave, On-
tario, CA (retired)

• Vector Network Analysis and
ARFTG: A Historical

Perspective, Gary Simpson
(Maury Microwave, Ontario, CA)

Design and Testing of
Wireless Components
and Systems
• Characterization and Simulation

of a 915 MHz Wireless Receiver,
Lawrence P. Dunleavy, Paul G.
Flikkema, & Anbuselvan Kup-
pusamy (University of South
Florida, Tampa, FL)

• Designing a C-Band Downcon-
verter for High Testability
Edward Grimes, Thomas Weller,
Lawrence P. Dunleavy (Univer-
sity of South Florida, Tampa,
FL), James Culver (Raytheon E-
Systems, St. Petersburg, FL)

• The Effects of Line Width and Slot
Etching on Silicon-Based CPW at
MM-Wave Frequencies, Thomas
Weller, Michael Imparato, Law-
rence P. Dunleavy (University of
South Florida, Tampa, FL),
Rashaunda Henderson, Steven
Robertson, Linda Katehi (Univer-
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml)

Power Sensors
• High Speed Power Measurements

for Digital Wireless Applications,
Ken Harvey (Anritsu)

• Vector Corrections for an Auto-
mated Power Sensor Calibration
System, John Gregory Burns
(Northrup Grumman Corp., Bal-
timore, MD)

COMA Measurements
and Relevant Load Pull
Techniques
• ACPR, 1M3 and their Correlation

for a PCS CDMA Power Ampli-
fier, Wang Xinwei, Hiroshi
Nakamura (OKI Techno Center,

• Measurement of Large Signal
Device Input Impedance During
Load Pull, Gary Simpson, Mike
Majerus (Maury Microwave, On-
tario, CA)

Vector Network Analyzer
Characterization
• A Method for Comparing Vector

Network Analyzers, Donald C.
DeGroot, Roger B. Marks, Jeffrey
A. Jargon (NIST, Boulder, CO)

• Formulations of the Basic Vector
Network Analyzer Error Model
Including

• Switch Terms, Roger B. Marks
(NIST, Boulder, CO)

• Characteristics and Accuracy of
a Fully Corrected Four-Port Vec-
tor Network Analyzer, Manfred
Schindler, Peter Phillips, Mi-
chael Fennelly, Vahe Adamian,
P. Enquist (ATN Microwave,
Inc., N. Billerica, MA)

Calibration,Measurements
and Testing
• Series-Resistor Calibration, Dy-

lan F. Williams, David K.
WalkerNIST, Boulder, CO

• Data Assessment of the ARFTG
Microwave Vector Network
Analyzer Measurement Com-
parison Program, Ken Wong
(Hewlett-Packard Co., Santa
Rosa, CA)
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• A High Throughput On-Wafer
RFIC Tester K. J. Kerwin, F.L.
Bugely, R. Chavez, J. Marro-
quin, R. Laurell, D. Veteran, D.
Olney, D. McGinty, G. L. Ma-
donna (Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Santa Rosa, CA)

Panel Session: Digital
Wireless Communication
Systems Measurement
Michael Fennelly (ATN Microwave,
Inc., N. Billerica, MA), Edward M.
Godshalk (Maxim Integrated

Products, Beaverton, OR), Leonard
A. Hayden (Cascade Microtech,
Inc., Beaverton, OR), Roger B.
Marks (NIST, Boulder, CO), John F.
Sevic (Spectrian Corp., Sunnyvale,
CA), Gary Simpson (Maury Micro-
wave, Ontario, CA) 19\

Region 8 - The Fastest
Growing Region
from the Transnational Committee

by Jozef Modelski
Vice-Chairmain.

Following my reports in Spring and
Summer 1997 Newsletters, here is a
brief information about 1997 year
main activities of the MTT-S Tran-
snational Committee (TC) in Re-
gion 8 and some intentions for
1998. The Region 8 with 31 MTT
Chapters (30 are joint chapters be-
tween societies, mostly with AP-S
and ED-S) is the fastest growing re-
gion for MTT membership and the
number of different events as con-
ferences workshops, lectures tech-
nical meetings, educational
activities, etc.

The most important conference is
annual European Microwave Con-
ference. The EuMC-97 was held in
Jerusalem with Asher Madjar as a
Chairman (who is also Chairman of
the Israel Chapter). For two years
Rolf Jansen (Past TC Co-
Chairman) and Roberto Sorrentino
(1998 TC Vice-Chairman) as well
as other MITT Officers from Re-
gion 8 have been strongly involved
in transformation of the EuMC in a
new format as European Micro-
wave Week. It seems that EuMW-

98 in Amsterdam (October 5-9,
1998) will be first great success.

Region 8 MTT Chapters in 1997
have organized, supported or
sponsored:

• over 200 technical meetings and
lectures and

• over 50 local or regional confer-
ences workshops and schools with
the number of attendes from 50 to
more than 300. Twelve events have
been financially supported from the
TC budget. Some local conferences
have become well known ones like
MTOP (Germany), TELSIKS
(yugoslavia), ICATT (Ukraina),
MIA-ME (Novosibirsk), CriMiCo
(Sevastopol), ICARSM (V0-
ronezh), MITEKO (Czech Repub-
lic), SAITINI (Bulgaria), etc.

The biggest number of workshops,
local conferences and technical
meetings has been organized by Ger-
man MTT/AP Chapter, and by
United Kingdom and Republic of
Ireland MTTIED/APILEO Joint
Chapter.

The main activities of the TC in
1997 were connected with:

• the Phase IT of the MTTIED ini-
tiative for aiding Eastern Europe
and the Former Soviet Union
(EEIFSU), i.e. consolidation and
further expantion of the new
Chapters;

• the Divisions I and IV Region 8
Chapters Meeting in Ludwigs-
burg (Germany) on September
21, 1997.

The Joint MTTIED Initiative
for Aiding EElFSU
The results of MTTIED Region 8
Chapters development initiatives
(started in 1993/94 and completed
in 3/97) are shown below - the fol-
lowing new chapters have been es-
tablished:

New Chapter Date

MTTIED
Egypt 4/94

MTTIED/AP
West Ukraina* 1/95

MTTIED
St. Petersburg, Russia 4/95

MTTIED/AP
Lithuania* 5/95
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MTTIED
Bulgaria* 6/95

MTIIED
Saratov-Penza, Russia 7/95

MTTIED
Moscow, Russia* 8/95

MTIIED/AP
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia* 3/96

MTI/AES/APIED
East Ukraina 4/96

MTIIED
Central Ukraina* 5/96

MTIIED
Minsk, Belarus* 5/96

MTIIED
Novosibirsk, Russia 5/96

MTIIED
Republic of Georgia* 3/97

*IEEE and society memberships and
publication subscriptions being sub-
sidized by MTI &ED approximately
14 members until the end or 1999.

Basic activities of the Transnational
Committee in 1997 were concen-
trated on the consolidation and fur-
ther expansion of the new chapters.
With great pleasure I can again con-
firm that these purposes have been
successfully realizing. That has been
possible as a result of huge engage-
ment, magnificent enthusiasm and
unusual laboriousness of the new
Chapters Chairmen and other Offi-
cers. Almost all chapters are conduct-
ing a wide variety of activities, such
as organizing conferences, work-
shops, regular technical and adminis-
trative meetings. They try to be in
current contact with societies but
Usually it is very difficult to create
good cooperation with national sec-
tions and sometimes also with local
professional societies.

On the base of the current activities
and dynamics of the membership

development I suppose that almost
all of the new chapters will survive,
even when the societies will end to
subsidize memberships and publi-
cation subscriptions. It seems to me
that now the strongest and the fast-
est growing chapters are East
Ukraina (Kharkov) and Novosi-
birsk (Russia) Chapters.

For further consolidation process
societies should:

• provide greater support for im-
proving distinguished Lecturers
Program (up to now it has
worked not at all or very poorly)
and Eastern European Library
Program;

• support student membership and
create student branches;

• improve communication with
different MTT Committees;

• create cooperation between FSU
chapters and other European
chapters and organize joint
events e.g. workshops, meetings,
etc. Good examples are work-
shops organized by Benelux and
Nizhny Novgorod Chapters;

• continue organization of Division
I and Division IV Chapters meet-
ings as annual or biannal events

Divisions land TV
Region 8 Chapters
Meetings
The second joint Divisions I and IV
Region 8 Chapters Meeting was
held on September 21, 1997 in Lud-
wigsburg near Stuttgart, Germany.
This meeting grew out of MTTIED
Initiative (the first one was in Pra-
gue in September 1996 joint with
EuMC-96). This time the meeting
was held in conjunction with the
European Solid State Device Re-
search Conference (ESSDERC).

The meeting purposes were:

• improve communication among
Region 8 chapter representatives
and between chapters and society
representatives,

• facilitate growth of new chapters
and chapters affiliations,

• provide opportunity for chapters
to highlight best practices and
issues,

• provide training for chapter rep-
resentatives in holding technical
meetings (tutorial).

Attending the meeting were 52 peo-
ple representing 9 societies and 35
chapters, from 25 countries in Re-
gion 8. The meeting, which started
at 8.30 AM and ended at 6.30 PK
featured a series of addresses from
the two Division Directors, the Re-
gion 8 Director, society presidents
and representatives, and then re-
ports from all of the chapters pres-
ent, The chapter reports highlighted
best practices from each chapter
and issues and problems facing the
chapters- The last hour of the meet-
ing was devoted to a tutorial on
holding technical meetings that was
given by Bruce F. G. Duff, the cur-
rent ED Vice President. MTT -S Ad-
Com was represented by Prof A.
Beyer, MTT -S Region 8 Coordina-
tor and by me.

The meeting was chaired by Mi-
chael S. Adler, Director of Division
I, and William G. Duff, Director of
Division TV. Division I includes
the CAS, CPMT, ED, and LEO so-
cieties, and the new SSC society.
Division IV includes AP, BT, CE,
EMC, Mag, and NPS societies. A
combined Division I and TV Chap-
ters meeting was held since most of
the chapters in Region 8 are joint
chapters involving the two
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divisions. For example, of the more
than 30 ED and MTT chapters in
Region 8, over two-thirds are joint
chapters between the societies. Fur-
thermore, 12 new chapter-, have
been formed since 1995 in the
former Soviet Union and all of these
are joint MTT/ED chapters.

1997 Divisions I & TV Region 8
Chapters Meeting (similar like 1996
one in Prague) proved to be very
successful with regards to learning
and understanding the needs of the
chapters and determining appropri-
ate solutions. It also served as a
unique forum for Region 8 Chapter
Chair with diversial technical back-
grounds to meet with one another
(and IEEE Societies Officers) and
exchange information and ideas.

The 3rd Divisions I & IV Region 8
Chapters Meeting is proposed to be
held Amsterdam on October 4,
1998 in conjugation with European
Microwave Week '98.

Main Purposes of TC
in 1998
Transnational Committee should be
one of the basic tools of the Society
for moving MTT -S further ahead on
the transnational track and realizing
globalization process (policy). Basi-
cally, TC has been concentrated on
the activities outside North America
- in Regions 8, 9 and 10. Many statis-
tics as well as experiences from
other societies support the notion
that the local chapter activities arc
one of the most important key to
membership growth and improve-
ment of society image. So TC should
look for the new chapters opportuni-
ties in Regions 8, 9 and 10.

Number of MTT existing chapters
are as following: in Region 8 - 31

chapters, in Region 9 - 3 chapters
and in Region 10 - 12 ones.

Below are shown countries where
seems to be possible to form chap-
ters (or joint chapters).

Societies without Chapters (Mem-
bership Count)

Region 8

Austria
MTT(27), AP(3I), ED(38),
LE0(16)

Croatia
MTT(8), AP(20), ED(9),
LEO(4)

Denmark
MTT(34), AP(46), ED(18),
LEO(21)

Iran
MTT(11), AP(18), ED(10),
LEO(8)

Norway
MTT(22), AP(26), ED(20),
LE0(19)

Portugal
MTT(14), AP(17), ED(10),
LE0(19)

Romania
MTT(18), AP(11), - LE0(10)

Saudi Arabia
MTT(l3), AP(21), ED(8),
LEO(l2)

Slovenia
MTT(5). AP(3), FD(13),
LEO(6)

Region 9

Argentina
MTT(48), AP(115), ED(35),
LEO(30)

Bahia
MTT(l3), AP(l6), ED(6),
LEO(ll)

Malaysia
MTT(l8), AP(22), ,LEO(8)

New Zealand
MTT(ll), AP(25), ED(5),
LEO(8)

Pakistan
MTT(5), AP(7), ED(6), LEO(6)

Quensland, Austr.
MTT(21), AP(21), ED(9),
LEO(6)

Victorian, Australia
MTT(33), AP(44), ED(7),
LEO(43)

Western Australia
MTT(5), AP(6), FD(3), LEO(8)

Recently, we have started with a
such initiative in Austria and Por-
tugal.

Other important purpose for TC is
support joint events of the few
chapters,

The good examples are:

• "International Workshops on Te-
rahertz Electronics" organized
by French and German Chapters

• "International Travelling Sum-
mer School on Microwaves and
Lightwaves" by Germany, Italy,
Poland, Czech Republic and Slo-
vakia.

The more than 30 - and MTT chap-
ters in Region 8, over two-thirds are
joint chapters between the societies.
Furthermore, 12 new chapters have
been formed since 1995 in

Brasilia
MTT(7), AP(8), ED(7), LEO(O)

Chile
MT7(6), AP(11), ED(l), LEO(O)

Colombia
MTT(6), AP(31), ED(5),
LE0(12)

Costarica
MTT(5), AP(6), ED(l),
LEO(l2)
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Mexico
MIT(23), AP(29), I LEO(21)

Peru
MIT(9), AP(16), ED(9),
LEO(9)

Puerto R. & Caraib.
MIT(11), AP(17), ED(3),
LEO(6)

Region 10
Australian Cap, Terit.

MIT(8), AP(20),

Malaysia
MIT(18), AP(22), LEO(8)

New Zealand
MIT(11), AP(25), ED(5),
LEO(8)

Chapter Records Around
the World

Hector J. De Los Santos

Beginning with this issue of the
IEEE MIT-S Newsletter we

start a new "chapter" on our quest to
recognize the selfless, behind the
scenes, hard work of our many
Chapter Officer volunteers. Our im-
mediate goal is to highlight 1997
Chapter activities by lifting up the
officer names, their respective posi-
tions and terms of service, as well
as a summary of the Chapter activi-
ties reflecting their efforts. Al-
though Chapter response to our
request for this information has
been very enthusiastic, we would
like to encourage those Chapters
that still haven't done so to submit
(electronic mail is preferred) the

above information as soon as possi-
ble so they can be duly recognized
in upcoming issues. In addition, we
will also utilize this space to pro-
vide a rapid means for updating the
roster of Chapter Officers.

Thanks for your efforts and we
hope you will feel encouraged to
continue submitting your reports to:
hjde1ossantos@ccgate.hac.com.

New Chapter Officers for
1998
Atlanta: Dr. Joy Laskar, Chair,
Mary Lynn Smith, Secretary;
Rickey Cotton, Program Chair.
Nanjing: Wen Xun Zhang, Chair,
Dong Yi An, Vice Chair. Switzer-
land: Werner Baechtold, Chair,
Rolf Huegli, Vice-Chair, Urs Lott,
Secretary.

1997 Chapter Activities
Summary
•:. Atlanta: Glenn D. Hopkins,

Chair

(1) Dr. T. Itoh, "Active Integrated
Antennas". (2) Dr. H. Morkoc,
"Progree and Prospects of Wide
Bandgap Nitrides". (3) Dr. A. Ga-
siewski, "Polarimetric Radiometry:
From Laboratory to Satellite". (4)

Dr. E. Brookner, "Phased Array
Antennas for Radar, Communica-
tions, and ESM Sysrems-
Undergoing a Revolution". (5) Dr.
K Wakino, "Miniaturization of Mi-
crowave Components for Mobile
Communications". (6) Dr. Y. Bar-
Shalom, "Target Tracking: How to
Get the Most Out of Your Sensors".
(7) Dr. J. Shaeffer, "Computational
Diagnostic Techniques for Electro-
magnetic Scattering: Analytical Im-
aging, Near Fields, and Surface
Currents".

.:. Central and South Italy: Prof.
P. Bernardi, Chair (3/96-3/99);
Dr. S. Pisa, Secretary (3/96 -
3/99)

(1) Prof Raphael Kastner (Univ. of
Tel-Aviv), "The Hybrid Ray -
FDTD Moving Window Solution".
(2) Prof. James C. Lin (Univ. ofIl-
linois at Chicago), "Health Aspects
of Mobile Communication Radia-
tion". (3) Prof. James C. Lin (Univ .
of Illinois at Chicago), "Tran-
scatheter Microwave Ablation for
Cardiac Arrythmias". (4) Prof. P.
Excell (Univ. of Bradford, UK),
"The British IBRETH Project-
Interaction of the Body with Radi-
ated Emission from Hand-Held
Transceivers" .
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.:. College Station: RD. Nevels,
Chair, C. Nguyen, Vice-Chair,
S. Wright, SecretarylTreasurer.

(1) Dr. R Nevels (Texas A&M
Univ.), "Method of Moments with a
Wavelet Basis". (2) J. Spadea
(Texas A&M Univ.), "Planar Ele-
ments for NMR Microscopic Sen-
sor Arrays Using Printed Circuit
Tehniques". (3) A. Echeverria. Del
Rio (Texas A&M Univ.), "Analysis
and Design of a Linear Amplifier
System Using the Feedforward
Technique". (4) P. Zepeda (Texas
A&M Univ.), "Study of an Adjust-
able Radiating Slot Waveguide".
(5) C. Montiel (Texas A&M Univ.),
"A Novel Active Antenna With
Self-Mixing and Wideband
Varactor- Tuning Capabilities for
Communications and Vehicle
Ident. Appl.". (6) D. Irawadi (Texas
A&M Univ.), "Active Antennas".
(7) Dr. H. Lirig (Univ. Texas-
Austin), "Radar Image
Simulation-Feature Extractiori and
Phenomenology Interpretation".
(8) Dr. B. Young (Motorola Aus-
tin), 'E-M Analysis in Circuit Pack-
aging". (9) B. Hinson (Texas A&M
Univ.), "Narrow BAnd Wireless
Filter". (10) Dr. J. Williams (Univ.
of Houston), "Surface Wave Anten-
nas". (11) W. Liu (Texas A&M
Univ.), "Focusing of Charged PAr-
ticles". (12) J. Nelson 9Texas A&M
Univ.), "Wideband Lang Cou-
plers" .

.:. Columbus: Dr. Bob Burkholder,
Chair, Dr. Joel Johnson, Vice-
Chair, Dr. Brian Baertlein,
Sec.ITreasurer.

0) W. Lee, " Wireless communi-
cation: A personal view". (2) R.
Abou-Jaoude, "An overview of
the automotive antenna research
at the ElectroScience

Laboratory". (3) D. McElroy, "Key
technologies for future satellite
communication systems". (4) K.
Wakino, "Miniaturization tech-
niques of microwave components
or mobile communication systems"
(Distinguished Lecturer). (5) Y. Le-
viatan, "Wavelets in Electromag-
netics". (6) R-C. Chou, "A
real-time millimeter wave imaging
radiometer", (7)M. F. Iskander,
"Multimedia modules for engineer-
ing education".

.:. Egypt: Prof. Ibrahim A. Salem,
Chair

(1) "Active high power RT pulse
compression using optically
switched resonant delay fines". (2)
"Analysis & design of passive
MMIC packages interconnection7'.
(3) "Millimeter wave power com-
bining". (4) "Phase variation due to
perturbed earth- ionosphere
waveguide walls".

.:. Finland: Dr. Keijo Nikoskinen,
Chair, Dr. Jussi Tuovinen,
Vice-Chair.

(1) Dr. F. Olyslager, "Diaphanuous
Wedge". (2) Prof. D. Rutledge,
"Solid-State Radio Sources". (3)
Dr. M. Sypniewski, "Quick Wave -
FDTD Electromagnetic Simula-
tor". (4) Prof S. Tretyakov, "Model-
ling of Thin Composite Layers". (5)
Prof. V.J. Vokurka, "SinglePlane
Collimating Test Ranges for Large
test Zone Dimensions above 500
Mhz". (6) Dr. S. Rikte, "Transients
and Pulses in Complex Media".

.:. Nanjing: W. X. Zhang, Chair, Z.
Y. Hu, Vice-Chair

(1) X. G. Zhang (Nanjing MArine
Radar Inst.), "Design of High
Power Microwave Filters". (2) Z.
Li (Inst. Comm. Eng.), "Synthesis

& Analysis of Microwave Filter
with Non-equiripple Frequency Re-
sponse". (3) Prof. D.-X. Xu, Prof.
S.-S.Chen, and Dr. Z.-Q. Yun
(Southeast Univ.), Forum on "Mi-
crowave & Millimeter Wave Bio-
logical Effects". (4) S.-Z. Zhu (East
China Normal Univ.), "Optimiza-
tion of Multilayered Dielectric
Structure Parameters Using Genetic
Algorithms". (5) D.-Y. An (East
China Normal Univ.) "Nondestruc-
tive Test of the Defaults inside a
Layred Planar Dielectric Struc-
ture". (6) G. Y. Zhang (Nanjing
Res. Inst. of Electron. Tech.), "The
Application of Microwave Tech-
nology in Advanced Phased Array
Radars". (7) Y. Chang (Nanjing
Res. Inst. of Electron. Tech.), "Re-
cent Development of Phased Array
Radar Systems". (8) Prof. Z.-Z.
Wu, Dr. Z.-Q. Yun, and Dr. H.-B.
Zhu (Nanjing Univ. of Post & Tele-
comm. and Southeast Univ.), Fo-
rum on "Propagation Modeling of
Mobile Communications". (9) Prof.
P.-S. Kildal (Chalmers Univ. of
Tech.), "Artificial Soft and Hard
Surface in Electromagnetics and
Their Applications". (10) Prof.
P.-S. Kildal (Chalmers Univ. of
Tech.), "Development of Dual-
Reflector Feed for the Arecibo Ra-
dio Telescope". (11) Dr. K. Li
(Communications Res. Lab.), "Mi-
crowave Integrated Circuit Analy-
sis by Using Partial BEM". (12) Dr.
K. Li (Communications Res. Lab.),
"Green's Functions and Electro-
magnetic Fields in Multilayered Di-
electric Structure". (3) Dr. K. Li
(Communications Res. Lab.), "Re-
cent Research on Microwave Pho-
tonics". (4) M. Li, et al- (Nanjing
REs. lnst. of Electronic Equip-
ment), "Microwave Techniques
used in Electronic Warfare". (15)
M.-H. Qian (Nanjing Res. Inst. of
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Electronic Equipment), "Develop-
ment of Electronic Intelligence Sat-
ellites". (16) X.-X. Shen (Nanjing
Electronic Tube Factory), "Review
of the Applications of Microwave
Energy in China". (17) Z.Z. Zhang
(Nanjing Res. Inst. of Electronic
Tech.), "Synthetic Aperture Radar
Remote Sensing Technology and
Applications". (18) P, H. Wu (Nan-
jing Univ.) "Research Progree on
Superconductive Electronics". (19)
Wu, Ranting (55th Institute),
'V/X/Ku Three Frequency Bands
Feeder for Parabolic Antennas".
(20) Wang, Qian (57th Institute),
"A Series of Miniaturized Down
Converter from 1.2GHz to
11.45GHz". (21) National
Sympisium on Microwave Power
Applications (at East China Normal
Univ., Shanghai) -30 speakers from
20 affiliations. (22) S.-Q. Li (Nan-
jing Electronic Devices Res. Inst.),
"Review on Microwave Technol-
ogy in 1997". (23) W. X. Zhang
(Southeast Univ.), "Review on An-
tennas & Propagation in 1997". (24)
Technical visit: Antenna Auto-
Measuring Systems, at Nanjing Ma-
rine Radar Inst., (25) Prof. G. Re-
beiz (Univ. of Michigan), "Planar
Millimeter-Wave Front-End Tech-
nology" (Distinguished Lecture).
(26) Prof. G. Rebeiz (Univ. of
Michigan), "Micromachining for
Microwave and Millimeter-Wave
Systems" (Distinguished Lecture).

.:. Ottawa: Hugh Reekie, Chair;
Yezdi Tarnboli, Vice-Chair.

(1) Malcolm Dunne, "Maritime
Coastal Defence Vessel Combat
System Integration (MCDV)".
(2)Ralph Coppola (Canadian
Coastguard), Lecture & visit to the
Candian Coastguard Radio Beacon
& Differential - GPS site at Cardi-
nal, Ontario with associated visit to

the Canadian Coastguard Despatch
Radio Centre at Prescot, on the St.
Laurence Seaway. (3) Doug
George, "GNATs Air Navigation
ControllDisplay System".

.:. Philadelphia: Eric Holzman,
Chair, William Jemison, Vice-
Chair.

(1) Arthur Paolefla (Lockheed Mar-
tin), "Photodectors for Microwave
Lightwave Systems". (2) John
Bandler (OSA, Inc.), " EM optimi-
zation of RF and Microwave Cir-
cuits". (3) 15th Annual Benjamin
Franklin Symposium, 3 invited
speakers, plus half day session of
papers. (4) John Mulholland (Lock-
heed Martin), 'Thinning of Phased
Arrays Using Neural Networks".

.:. Santa Clara Valley: Larry Bums,
Chair, Edmar Camargo, Vice-
Chair; Steve Kenney, Secretary;
Steve Brozovitch, Treasurer.

(1) Dr. Steve Brozovitch (Fujitsu).
Dr. Brozovitch spoke about the de-
sign of power amplifiers using
some of Fujitsu's microwave tran-
sistors. Amplifiers, bias circuitry
and thermal effects were covered.
(2) Robert Scholtz (USQ. Professor
Scholtz spoke about his research on
impulse radio. Instead of modulat-
ing a signal to send information as
in typical narrowband radios, very
short impulses are used to send
broadband, multipath- intolerant
signals. (3) Dick True (Litton). Dr.
True's talk centered on microwave
tubes used in high power amplifiers.
The talk focused on the merging of
solid-state driver circuitry with
TWTA's. (4) Annual MTT short-
course at the Stanford Linear Accel-
erator Center. Our Keynote speaker
was Professor Abidi of UCLA, who
spoke about CMOS IC transceivers.

Other speakers covered topics such
as microwave breadboarding, AID
converters, simulating communica-
tion systems, LMDS systems, and
antenna design. (5) Nader Gamini
(consultant). Mr. Gamini spoke
about the design of a plastic pack-
age for a MMIC power amplifier.
Other similar packages were also
discussed along with their inherent
advantages and disadvantages. (6)
Donald Benson (nCHIP). Mr. Ben-
son's talk was about the design and
development of low-cost passive
ICs containing resistors, capacitors
and inductors. These. ICs can be at-
tached directly to the surface of
standard active ICs. (7) Joe Jensen
(Hughes Research Labs). Mr. Jen-
son's talk was a summary of the
work his group has been doing in
the development of InP ICs. Topics
covered were 50 GHz prescalars
and multi-GHz AID's. (8) Dr.
George Bechtel (Strategies Unlim-
ited). Dr. Bechtel talked about past
predictions, current status and fu-
ture forecasts of the GaAs IC indus-
try. A comparison was made to past
predictions and actual market
events. (9) Dr. Bruce Kendall
(3Com). Dr. Kendall presented a
light-hearted treatment of the his-
tory and operation of microwave
ovens. The technical discussion was
followed by an actual demonstra-
tion of interesting effects that can be
created inside a typical microwave
oven,such as lighting fluorescent
bulbs and shooting fireballs.

.:. South Africa: Prof David B
Davidson, Chair (1995-7); Prof
John H Cloete, Vice-Chair
(1995-7)

(1) D. Didascalou (Univ. Karlsruhe,
Germany), "Wave propagation
models for radio network plan-
ning". (2) BA Austin (Univ.
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Liverpool, UK), "Basil Schonland:
a South African scientific collos-
sus". (3) D. B. Davidson (Univ.
Stellenbosch), "Six months at Trin-
ity College, and the FEM for high-
frequency electromagnetics". (4) 1.
P. Theron (Univ. Stellenbosch),
"Post-doctoral work at Ohio State
University on a noise radar".

.:. Toronto: T. Emilie Van Deven-
ter, Chair.

(1) J.I. Bell (President, MaxLink
Communications, Inc.),"Work in
Progress". (2) Dr. L. Martins-
Camelo (Spar Space Systems),
"Satellite Antenna Design at Spar
Aerospace Ltd.". (3) Prof. G.
Eleftheriades (Univ. of Toronto),
"Towards Millimeter- Wave
Integrated-Circuit Wireless Front-
Ends". (4) Prof. T. Hubing (Univ.
of Missouri-Rolla), EMC Distin-
guished Lecturer, "Tools and Tech-
niques for EMC Troubleshooting".
(5) Other co-sponsored events in-
cluded THE GEORGE SINCLAIR
LECTURE SERIES (cosponsored
by the Sinclair family, Sinclair Ra-
dio Laboratories Ltd. ,Dept. of Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering at
the University of Toronto, IEEE
Canadian Foundation, IEEE To-
ronto section)

.:. Venezuela: Aldo Bianchi, SM,
Chair (1985-Present, Chapter
founder), Rafael Sanchez, Vice-
Chair (1991-Present)

(1) Marcos Hernandez y Julio Del-
gado, "Red de Datos del Banco
Mercantil con Frame Relay". (2)
Enrique Delgado y Mario Oliveira,
"Frame Relay en la Red del Banco
Union". (3) Wilkins Gomez y Eloy
Malav e,"Desarrollo de un Labora-
torio de Pruebas de Radios

Digitales Para INFO SAT" ,. (4)
Wilkins Gomez y Eloy Ma-
lave.t'Radios Digitales teorfa y me-
diciones"

.:. West Ukraine: Nikolai N. Voito-
vich, Chair; Doseslav B. Kuryliak,
Vice-Chair; Mykhailo 1. Andriy-
chuk, Sec. lTreasurer.

(1) V. F. Emets (Institute of Ap-
plied Problems of Mechanics &
Mathematics of NASU), "The in-
verse boundary problems of elastic
wave scattering by the local obsta-
cles (asymptotic approach)". (2)
Dr. A. M. Yatsun (Ukraine State
University of Forestry and Wood
Technologies, Lviv), "Quasi-
stationary electrical field and para-
metrical responce of capacity
probe". (3) Prof. N. N. Voitovich,
Dr. O. M. Gis, Dr. Yu. P. Topolyuk
(Institute of Applied Problems of
Mechanics & Mathematics of
NASU, Lviv), 'The Mean-Square
Approximation of the finite func-
tion with free phase by the function
with the finite spectrum". (4) Dr. P.
O. Savenko, (Institute of Applied
Problems of Mechanics & Mathe-
matics of NASU, Lviv), "Non-
linear Problems of the Synthesis
Theory of the Radiating Systems
and the Method of their Solving".
(5) Dr. G. E. Karvitsky (Institute of
Radio Astronomy of NASU,
Kharkiv), "Dielectric Slab Eigen-
Value Diffraction by Periodic Grat-
ing of Rectangular Patches". (6)
Yu. 1. Koval'chyk (Physico-
Mechanical Institute of NASU,
Lviv), "The Continual Wieners In-
tegral Method for the Parabolic
Equations". (7) Ya. P_ Kulynych
(Physico-Mechanical IrLititute of
NASU, Lviv), "Mathematical Mod-
elling of Signals and

Electromagnetic Fields of Search
Systems in the Sea".

.:. Washington DC/Northern Vir-
ginia: Eric Funk, Chair (July
97-present); Shyam N. Bajpai,
Chair (July 96-June 97); John 1.
Upshur, Chair (May 94-May
95); Saurabh F. Dalal, Chair
(July 95-June 96); Ron Hooker,
Vice-Chair (July 97-present);
John Margosian, Secretary (July
97-Present); Roger Kaul, Public-
ity Chair (July 198 1 -Present).

(1) J. Shea (SIGTEK) "Spread-
Spectrum Technology and Its Ap-
plications to Wireless LAN". (2) J.
Neot (Lockheed-Martin), "Over-
view of the Globalstar Mobile Sat-
ellite System". (3) Dr. P. Karabinis
(Ericson,lnc.) "Optimum Tech-
niques and Architectures for Mo-
bile Satellite Systems". (4) L. Boezi
(NOAA), "Microwave Systems for
Weather Applications". (5) Admin-
istrative Committee Meet-
ing-1996-97 Series Wrap-up. (6)
Planning and Administration for
97-98 Lecture Series. (7) M. Skol-
nik (Naval Res. Lab-Retired), "Re-
view of Ultrawideband Radar". (8)
J. McCorkle (Army Res. Lab.),
'The Architecture of a VWB SAR".

.:. Yugoslavia: Branka Jokanovic,
Chair, Olga Boric, Vice Chair

(1) Prof. Aleksandar Nesic (Insti-
tute of Microwave Techniques and
Electronics, Yugoslavia), Passive
and Active Printed Antenna
Structures- Trends in Research, De-
velopment and Application". (2)
Prof. Zoran Petrovic (Institute of
Physics, Yugoslavia), "Production,
Reparation and Application of Mi-
crowave Tubes". (3) Vesna
Radisic, M.S.( UCLA), "Active
Antennas Integrated with Power
Amplifiers". m.
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IEEE Women In Engineering
Committee Encourages
Members to Support PBS
Mathematics Series

director of their local public televi-
sion station.

PISCATAWAY, N.J., 19 March -
The IEEE Women in Engineering
(WIE) Committee is acting as an out-
reach partner for "Life by the Num-
bers,"a television series about
mathematics coming to PBS in April
1998 from WQED Pittsburgh. WIE's
goal is to encourage IEEE members to
team up with local public television
stations and other local groups to de-
velop and participate in special math-
oriented events that will stimulate
young girls and boys' interest in ca-
reers related to mathematics, science,
and engineering.

"Life by the Numbers" shows mathe-
matics in daily use by people in all
walks of life. The series reveals the
important role that math plays in
sports, work, education, exploration,
chance, technology, and life in gen-
eral. More information on this pro-
gram can be found on the world wide
web at LIFE.WQED.ORG OR
com/calc.

IEEE members interested in volun-
teering to help with math-oriented ac-
tivities related to the series should
contact the education/outreach

"Life by the Numbers" comple-
ments the IEEE STAR Program that
WIE began administering for the
IEEE in January. This educational
outreach program promotes in-
volvement of IEEE members with
local junior high and high schools to
inspire a positive image of engi-
neering careers. For more informa-
tion on WIE activities, please
contact the Committee at "women
@ieee.org" and visit their website
at org/women/. M

1996-97 Activities of the
Washington D.C.I Northern
Virginia Chapter of the IEEE
Microwave Theory and
Techniques Society (MTT-S)
Shyam N. Bajpai, Chapter
Chairman, 1996-97
Email: s.bajpai@ieee.org
http://www.ee.umd.edu/
-yag/mtt. htm I

The Washington D.C. /Northern
Virginia Chapter was formed 40
years ago in the year 1957. Since
then, it has been one of the most ac-
tive chapters of the MTT-S. It has

approximately 300 registered
members. The chapter has been suc-
cessfully organizing lecture series
based on specific themes. The lec-
ture series runs from October
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through April, with one lecture per
month. The lectures are held at the
University of Maryland, University
College. Our chapter has very
unique team concept where at-
tendees, guest speakers, local cor-
porate sponsors and chapter officers
work together to produce an excel-
lent program which covers current
and future systems and technolo-
gies.

The 1996-97 lecture series "Future
RF/Microwave Wireless Systems
and Technologies" attracted about
40 attendees at every lecture. The
excellent topics, reputation of the
guest speakers and increased pub-
licity contributed to the success of
this year's program. Our Vice-
Chair Eric Funk created a chapter
home page where the advance

program was displayed. He also
sent email reminders to the at-
tendees, a week before the lecture.
The abstract and speaker's biogra-
phy for the following months's lec-
ture was distributed to the
participants in advance. An advance
program together with the list of the
officers and the corporate sponsors
of the previous series was mailed to
the members of the Washington and
Baltimore Chapter members and
other potential interested partici-
pants. Our publicity Chair Roger
Kaul advertised the lecture (dates,
topic, abstract, speaker's biography
etc.) in the "SCANNEW' the news
letter published by the IEEE Na-
tional Capital Area Council. The
news letter reaches about 15,000
IEEE members in the Washington

metropolitan area. We also get sug-
gestions from our members and
long time supporting corporate
sponsors. This year's corporate
sponsors were: Hewlett-Packard,
MIA COK Micro-Lambda, M.
Lader, Mid Atlantic Microwave
Sales. Our colleague Ron Hooker
helped with local arrangements, and
interacted via phone and email with
attendees to handle dinner reserva-
tions. The lecture sponsorship to-
gether with the funding from
Washington D.C. section of the
IEEE and the MTT -S significantly
helps us. The following is the
1996-97 Program organized by the
Washington D.C./Northem Vir-
ginia Chapter. The program in-
cludes lecture dates, topics, guest
speakers and their affiliation.

FUTURE RFIMICROWAVE WIRELESS SYSTEMS & TECHNOLOGIES

1996-1997 Lecture Series - Advance Announcement

Organized by

IEEE MICROWAVE THEORY & TECHNIQUES SOCIETY
Washington DC/Northern VA Chapter

Date* Tentative Speakers Topics

October 08, 1996
Albert E.Williams Personal Communications via Present and Fu-
COMSAT Laboratories, MD ture Satellite Systems

November 20, 1996 William C. Y. Lee Spectrum and Technology of a Wireless Local
(Wednesday) AirTouch Communications Inc, CA Loop System

December 10, 1996
Lamberto Raffaelli Millimeter-wave Commercial Opportunities and
ARCOM, Inc, MA Required Technology

January 14, 1997
James Shea Spread Spectrum Technology & its Application
SIGTEK Inc, MD to Wireless Local Area Network

February 11, 1997
Jerry Hoot

Overview of GLOBALSTAR Mobile Satellite
Lockheed-Martin, MD System

March 11, 1997
Peter Karabinis

Cellular/Satellite Hand Held Phone Technology
ERICSSON, Inc, NC

April 08, 1997
Louis Boezi Advanced Systems& Technologies for Weather
NOAA/National Weather Service, MD Applications

*AII meetings are in the evenings on the 2nd Tuesday of each-month except November-which is on Wednesday
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27th European Microwave
Conference:
A Technical Review

The European Microwave
Conference took place in Israel
this year, in Jerusalem from
8th to 12th September. In this
review Asher Madjar and
Shmuel Auster, the Conference
Chairman and Secretary, make
a personal selection from the
conference papers.

The 27th European Microwave
Conference came for the first time
to Israel, with Jerusalem being cho-
sen as the host city. The beauty of
Jerusalem and its many promises
were for the conference delegates to
experience.

Today, as in ancient times, Jerusa-
lem is simultaneously the ultimate
destination of countless pilgrims, the
seat of government and vibrant ur-
ban center, which offers every activ-
ity from the mundane to the sublime.

The scientific program was of high
standard, as is customary at EuMC.
Following the decision of the Man-
agement Committee to encourage
and increase industry participation,
a new category of application-
oriented papers was introduced.
This new category has proved very
successful, and comprised around
25% of the accepted papers. The
theme of the 27th EuMC "Bridging
the Gap Between Industry and Aca-
demia" was well established.

Due to donations from several
sponsors, the event was comple-
mented by many social activities

Visit and reception at the Israel Museum. Hosted by the Jerusalem Municipality.
From left: A. Rosen, A. Madjar, S. Auster, L.P. Ligthart.

(receptions, a tour to the old city,
etc.), which are an important part of
any conference.

This event was very successful and
memorable both scientifically and
culturally.

Exhibition
An exhibition of microwave de-
vices, products and equipment ran
in parallel to the conference, reflect-
ing Israel's strong microwave in-
dustry, and the large number of
microwave components imported
to meet the needs for military and
commercial systems. 60 booths
(500 square meters) with 35 exhibi-
tors introduced hundreds of RF and
microwave companies.

Invited papers
Speaking were fourteen of the best
microwave experts in the world,
who had agreed to share their
knowledge on a variety of topics..
The invited presentations were
scheduled in plenary sessions, so
that all participants could attend
them. In the opening session, Leo
Young (Filtronic Comtek, USA),
one of the founders of modem mi-
crowave, shared with us his views
on" Microwaves in your future".

The subject of Satellite Communi-
cation takes more importance
nowadays in the microwave field.
The implementation of new tech-
nologies in improving satellite
transponders described by A. Cazal,
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Jean-Louis Cazaux and G. Floury
(Alcatel Espace, Toulouse, France).

The use of SAW devices in sensor
and communication techniques was
the topic to be represented by two
speakers from Austria, F. Seifert
(Technische Universitat, Wien) and
R. Weigel (Johannes Keppler Uni-
versitat, Linz).

In recent years, much work has
been done on emerging microwave
and optical techniques. A. Seeds
(University College, London, UK)
presented optical synthesis of mi-
crowave signals, and P. Herczfeld
(Drexel University, Philadelphia,
PA, USA) discussed the Millime-
ter Wave Fiber Optic Communica-
tion Links.

The MMIC developments take im-
portance in the improvements to
microwave technology and applica-
tions. MMIC technology offers ad-
vantages in: repeatability,
reliability, size and price, and has
increased the feasibility of many
commercial applications. An over-
view of millimeter wave monolithic
circuits was given by Y. Isota (Mit-
subishi Electric Engineering, Ka-
makura, Kanagawa, Japan). The
interconnects and packaging for

MMICs were introduced by W.
Menzel (Universitat ULM, Ger-
many), and a presentation on the Is-
raeli GaAs foundry was given by I.
Lewin (Elta Ltd, Israel).

Microwaves influence biological ef-
fects by two aspects: The damage
caused by microwave radiation to the
human body, and also, the medical
applications of microwave. These as-
pects were described by A. Rosen
(David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton, NJ, USA), H. Rosen (Di-
vision of Neonatology, St. Peter
Medical Center, NJ, USA) and A.
Vander Vorst (Microwaves u.c.L.,
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium).

N. Engheta (Univ. of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, USA) described
the biologically inspired
polarization-difference imaging.

Active antennas make summation of
power in free space. Recent progress
in active integrated antennas was
given by Tatsuo Itoh (University of
California, Los Angeles, CA, USA).

Non linear Analysis of Microwave
circuits was covered by two invited
speakers: M. Sobhy (University of
Kent, Canterbury, Kent, UK) will
examine the Chaos phenomena in
microwave systems, and G. Leuzzi

At the exhibition: From left: A. Rosen, P. Heczfeld, T. Berceli, S. Auster (Con!
Secretary), and H. Rosen.

(Universita Degli Studi di Roma, It-
aly) introduced design techniques
for non-linear microwave circuits.

Focused sessions
In addition to the contributed papers
there were five invited focused ses-
sions which were organized by well
known experts.

• "Millimeter Wave Automotive
Radar" (Sessions C6, C7) organ-
ized by Holger Meinel
(Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG,
ULM, Germany).

• "Multilayer, MCM and Packag-
ing Technology" (Session AI)
organized by Rolf Jansen
(RWTH Aachen Technical Uni-
versity, Germany).

• "Microwave Active Filters" (ses-
sion C3) organized by Boris Kap-
ilevich (Siberia State Academy of
Telecommunication, Russia).

• "Commercial Microwave Sensor
Systems" (sessionB8) organized by
Patrik Heide (Siemens AG, Munich,
Germany).

• "Wireless Market and Technol-
ogy above 900 MHz" (session
D9) organized by Paul Jackson
(Microwave Engineering Europe,
London, UK).

These sessions were an integral part
of the conference program, and rep-
resent important issues of current in-
terest to the microwave community.

Contributed papers
The main body of the Conference
Technical Program highlights the
most recent advances in microwave
theory and techniques. Around 250
contributed presentations feature a
wide variety of topics, ranging from
Microwave and Millimeter Wave
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Communications and Radar Sys-
tems, Antennas and Field Theory,
to Active and Passive Devices and
Circuits (including MMIC), Micro-
wave and MM Wave Measure-
ments, Packaging and Interconnects
and Industrial Applications.

The contributed material included
scientific papers and the new cate-
gory of application-oriented pa-
pers, presented in four parallel
sessions. These presentations were
organized in 33 oral sessions and 3
poster sessions.

As usual, a rigorous selection pro-
cess based on the evaluation of an
international review board of about
180 experts assured the high techni-
cal standard of the conference.

Outlined below are some of the inter-
esting and advanced papers represent-
ing some highlights of the conference.
The papers are listed by topics:

Wireless and Satellite Communi-
cation: Scientists from UK and
Spain described their work on
"Modeling of propagation in out-
door microcells at 62.5 GHz". They
characterized and modeled milli-
meter wave propagation in a line-
of-sight and obstructed line-of-
sight sub urban microcell. Experi-
mental results were given and com-
pared with theoretical predictions
obtained from exhaustive ray trac-
ing algorithms.

Among the most requested new
services in the field of Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) are Elec-
tronic Toll Collection (ETC) on
highways and automatic access con-
trol to restricted areas. The majority
of road operators in Europe demand
interoperable 5.8 GHz Dedicated
Short-Range Communications
(DSRC) systems for these road

was realized by using a newly de-
veloped compact rectangular coax-
ialline combiner technique, cooling
technique and high power 35W
GaAs FETs. It has excellent per-
formance, which is a match for 1.2
KW TWT As, with high reliability.
It is useful for microwave satellite
communication earthstations, as a
replacement of TWT A.

MMIC Technology: Scientists from
Italy described the development and
realization of two port devices for
on-wafer network analyzer (NWA)
calibration with a transfer standard
technique. The new two-port NWA
calibration uses a single two-port
transfer standard plus a known reflec-
tance to perform the calibration pro-
cess. This technique uses less
standards than any other calibration
algorithm., which on the contrary, re-
quires at least three different devices.

Co-authors from The Netherlands
and Belgium described the design
and measurements of novel silicon
MMIC balanced oscillators using
on-chip active resonators which
have proven superior to on-chip
passive resonators. The active

From left: Zvi Gelfend (Ortra), Peter Russer (Germany), Roberto Sorrentino (It-
aly), Mrs. and Dr. Asher Madjar, Shmuel Auster.
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traffic applications. Researchers
from Germany presented the tech-
nical concept of 5.8 GHz DSRC and
typical example of market-ready
DSRC equipment, including On
Board Units and beacons as well as
experimental systems for advanced
electronic toll collection with
phased array antennas.

Three UTD (uniform geometrical
theory of diffraction)based path-
loss prediction models and their ex-
perimental validations for urban
microcellular mobile radio commu-
nications were described by scien-
tists from Finland. The three models
apply to the base station and mobile
antennas much lower than the
buildings and wewritten in explicit
forms for both vertical and horizon-
tal co-polarization transmission and
reception. Predictions and measure-
ments at 900.5 and 1800 MHz were
described. The Three models can be
extended or modified to predict
path loss for wireless personal com-
munications.

From Japan, a compact novel C-
band 580W SSPA for microwave
satellite communication earthstation
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From left: Tatsuo ltoh (UCLA, USA), Leo Young (Filtronic-Comtek, USA),
Asher Madjar (Conference Chairman, Israel), Gil Weiser (Managing Director,
HP-CMS, Israel).

From left: H. Meinel (Daimler-Benz, Germany), Avner Ra; (President, Elisra
Electronic Systems, Israel), Peter Jackson (Editor, Microwave Engineering
Europe, England), Shmuel Auster (Conference Secretary, Chief Scientist at El-
isra, Microwave Division).

resonators contain active inductors.
Good agreement between simula-
tion and measurements for active
inductors, resonators and oscillators
was obtained. Output power levels
of -12 dBm were achieved.

Researchers from Israel described
the design and performance of a
new compact and low cost transmit-
ter for Ka band VSA T satellite

communication ground terminals.
The main features of the transmitter
are: 32.5 dBm min. output power
for - 16 dBm input power over
27.5-31 GHz. The transmitter con-
sists of low, medium and high
power MMIC amplifiers, BPF, a
four way microstrip power divider,
a four way waveguide power com-
biner and a DC supply unit.

Researchers from Japan describe
CPW heterojunction PET (HJFET)
down- and up-converter MMICs for
millimeter wave wireless networks.
These up/down converter MMICs
incorporate source injection mixer
and RF filters. In the circuit design,
the FET was treated as a 3-port de-
vice in which the LO signal is ap-
plied to the source terminal with a
LO power and frequency of 7 dBm
and 60.4 GHz. Both converters can
operate for any IF frequency within
0.5 to 2 GHz, with a corresponding
conversion gain within -7 to -12 dB
and chip size of 3.3mm x 2mm for
the down-converter and 3.5mm x
1.8mm for the up-converter.

Engineers from Germany were re-
porting improvement of High-Speed
Modules by an advanced Chip-on-
Board assembly. For experimental
optical fiber transmission systems
working at 20 Gbits/s and 40 Gbits/s
electronic transmitter, receiver and
amplifier modules were developed.
To guarantee reliable and error free
operation unpackaged GaAs- and
Si-chips on ceramic thin film sub-
strates in combination with a sophis-
ticated interconnection technique
had to be used.

Scientists from Spain and France
reported on the design of an ultra-
low noise integrated GaInP/GaAs
HBT-DRO with phase noise of -124
dBc/Hz at lO KHz off-carrier work-
ing at 6.7 GHz.

Microwave/Lightwave Interac-
tion: A new approach for the opti-
cal feed of radio nodes utilizing a
new low noise high stability micro-
chip solid state laser source was
presented by scientists from USA
and Hungary. Its application for cel-
lular mobile and personal commu-
nications was described.
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hologram compact antenna test
range (CATR)" from Finland, "A
millimeter wave frequency extender
for microwave network analyzers"
from Germany.

Passive Components: A new mi-
crowave (10 GHz) transmitter-
receiver switch (TIR switch) em-
ploying high- Tc superconductive
(HTS) film elements was presented
by scientists from Russia and Israel.

Scientists from Italy described design
and realization of a dual mode circu-
lar waveguide filter for digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) applications.

From Belgium, a new analysis
method for integrated spiral and
meander inductors on semiconduc-
tor substrates was presented.

Electromagnetic Compatibility: A
new multiple probe nearfield scan-
ning technique for EMC-
investigations was proposed by sci-
entists from Germany.

Field Theory: A method developed
by scientists from Italy for fast and
rigorous analysis of complex
waveguide networks of any topol-
ogy was presented. A modal analy-
sis, based on the generalized
admittance matrix representation of
discontinuities and components
was employed, leading to a linear
set of equations in the internal volt-
ages. The high numerical efficiency
of this approach was shown using a
4x4 Butler matrix example.

Radar: Motion monitoring with a
millimeter wave radar sensor was in-
troduced by scientists from Ger-
many. An existing 94 GHz pulse
radar system for autonomous mobile
robots has been extended by a CW
Doppler unit for fast motion moni-
toring. The extension is set up with
low cost components and works in-
dependently from the pulse system.

Antennas: The design development
and test activities performed on the
Ku-band antenna subsystem for the
Israeli communication satellite Management Committee and Technical Program Committee.

Solid State Modeling: A novel phys-
ics based large signal HEMT model
which describes the signal properties
and the low and high frequency noise
behavior in the frequency range from
1 Hz to 40 GHz was presented by sci-
entists from Germany. The modeling
includes also dispersion and thermal
effects on the active device. The
model is used in amplifier and oscil-
lator applications.

Superconducting: Russian scien-
tists presented Simulation of linear
and nonlinear characteristics of
High- Tc Superconducting Resona-
tors and filters. The phenomenol-
ogical model of the microwave
surface impedance is improved by a
minimization of the number of fit-
ting parameters.

AMOS were presented by engi-
neers from Israel and Germany.

Solid-state Technology: RF and
microwave switching elements us-
ing silicon CMOS technology are
being investigated by scientists
from the USA and show promise as
an alternative to the traditional PIN
diode and GaAs MESFET devices.
RF switching elements are attrac-
tive because of their potential in
all-silicon monolithic CMOS solu-
tions for completely integrated
baseband and RF functions in low
cost wireless mobile satellite serv-
ice (MSS), and personal communi-
cations systems.

From France there was a paper on
"7.12 W/mm (up to 1.7 W) CW x-
band InGaP/GaAs HBTs: Top Heat
Sink and Topology Influence", dem-
onstrating that the parallel combin-
ing topology is more suitable for
power amplification than the fish-
bone topology.

Microwave Measurements: The
technical program includes several
papers on microwave measure-
ments, among them: "a membrane
probe for testing high power amplifi-
ers at mm-wave frequencies" from
USA, "Wideband indoor radio chan-
nel measurements at 5.3 GHz" and
"Measurement of a novel 40 GHz
planar antenna using planar near-
field scanning techniques and a

Workshops and short
course
On the final day, Friday September
12th, four workshops and one short
course were held in parallel.

The first workshop was on "Mobile
and Personal Communication", or-
ganized by R. Meidan (Chief Sci-
entist, Motorola Communication,
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Israel) and B. Geller (David Sarnoff
Research Center, Princeton, NJ,
USA).

The second was on "Biological Ef-
fects and Medical Applications of
Microwaves", organized by A Ro-
sen (David Sarnoff Research Cen-
ter, Princeton, NJ, USA) and A
Vander Vorst (Microwaves U.C.L.,
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium).

The third workshop, entitled "Mi-
crowave Applications of Supercon-
ductivity" organized by A Biran
(Rafael, Israel) and M. Nisenoff
(NRL, USA).

The fourth workshop devoted to
"Microwave Nonlinear CAD" or-
ganized by M. Sobhy (Kent Univer-
sity, UK).

Prof. T. Weiland (Technische Ho-
chschule, Darmstadt, Germany)
gave a Short Course entitled "CAD
of Electromagnetic Fields".

1997 EuMC Microwave
Prize
Each year the EuMC Management
Committee awards the EuMC Mi-
crowave Prize for the best paper pre-
sented at the Conference. Selection
is based on originality, value and
method and was judged othe quality
of both written and oral presentation.

Tl997 prize was awarded to the fol-
lowing two papers:

"Transmitter- Receiver Switch
based on High- Tc Superconduct-
ing Film" by A B. Kozyrev, V.N.
Osadchy, M.M Gaidukov, AS.
Pavlov (St Petersburg Electrotech-
nical University, St. Petersburg,
Russia), V. Meerovich, V. Sok-
olovsky (Ben-Gurion University,
Beer-Sheva, Israel).

"2--3 GHz Silicon MMIC Bal-
anced Oscillators using On-Chip
Active Resonators", by Y. Sun,
M. de Kok, J.L. Taurich (Delft
University of Technology, Delft,
The Netherlands) and R.G.F. Baets
(University of Gent, Gent, Bel-
gium).

Appendix
Biography of Asher Madjar

Asher Madjar, Fellow IEEE, re-
ceived the B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees
from the Technion, Israel Institute
of Technology, in 1967 and 1969,
respectively., and a D.Sc. degree
from Washington University, St.
Louis, MO, USA, in 1979. Since
1969 he has been with Rafael,
Haifa, Israel and with the Technion.
In Rafael he performed research in
the areas of passive and active mi-
crowave devices. He headed the
MIC group from 1973 to 1976,
served as a microwave Chief Engi-
neer in the Communications De-
partment from 1979 to 1982, and as
Chief Scientist of the Microwave
Department from 1982 to 1989 with
direct responsibility of the MMIC
group from 1987 to 1989. At Pre-
sent he is a Research Fellow in-
volved in microwave
optoelectronics activity, MMIC,
monolithic circuits combining mi-
crowave and optical devices and
microwave modules.

At the Technion and at Ort Broude
College, he teaches several courses
on Microwave Devices and Tech-
niques. From 1989 to 1991 he was
visiting Professor at Drexel Univer-
sity in Philadelphia.

Dr. Madjar is an IEEE member
since 1973, senior member since
1983 and Fellow since 1997. He

served as the Israel S-AP/MTT
chapter chairman for several years.
Asher is amember of the manage-
ment, the technical program and the
steering committees of the Euro-
pean Microwave Conference and
the chairman of the 27thEuMC.

Dr. Madjar is the author or co-author
of over 70 papers in the areas of mi-
crowave components and devices,
MIC, MMIC, linear and non-linear
microwave circuits, microwave de-
vice modelling, optical links at mi-
crowave frequencies and more.

Biography of Shmuel Auster

Shmuel Auster is the Secretary of
the 27th European Conference.
Since 1980 he has been with Elisra
Electronic Systems Ltd, Israel. Cur-
rently he is Chief Scientist of the
Microwave Division and is also di-
rector of the Israeli GaAslMMIC
Consortium, serving as the Chair-
man of the technical and the pack-
aging committees of the
Consortium. Shmuel established
the Millimeter Wave Technology
and MMIC design activities in El-
isra, was responsible for the devel-
opments in those fields and also for
the development and design of Pas-
sive Components, Synthesizers,
Microwave and Millimeter Wave
Modules and Sub-Systems. He has
served as a member of the manage-
ment committee of the European
Microwave Conference since 1997.

Shmuel received the B.Sc.EE and
M.Sc.EE degrees from the Tel-
Aviv university in 1980 and 1986,
respectively, and graduated Engi-
neering Management in 1993.

Shmuel has been the Israel IEEE
S-APIMTT chapter vice-chairman
from 1992. lit
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MTT-S -RFIC -ARFTG

Phone:
(800) 800-9230 OR

Reservations may be made by phone, fax or mail and must be received by the Housing Bureau by May 11, 1998.

Mail this form to:
MTDBIBACVA Housing Bureau, 12051 Indian Creek Court, Beltsville, MD 20705

Fax this form to:
(301) 210-1182

INSTRUCTIONS AND HOUSING BUREAU POLICY

1. Please print or type all data requested.
2. Reservations will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis.
3. All reservations require a $150.00 deposit paid by check or

guaranteed by credit card.
4. Phone and Fax reservations must provide credit card information.

Checks provided for mail reservations should be made out to
BACVA Housing Bureau.

5. You will receive an acknowledgment of your reservation from the
Housing Bureau 7 -10 days after your reservation is received.

6. Changes and cancellations prior to May 11 must go through the
Housing Bureau.

7. Changes after May 11 must be made with your hotel.
8. Hotel cancellation policies vary. Generally, cancellations received

by hotels at least 72 hours prior to scheduled arrivals qualify for
deposit refunds, but you should check with your hotel to verify its
policy.
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First choice _

Second choice _

Hotel locations and rates are shown on the reverse side of this form.
Please write full name of hotel and show at least three choices.

Third choice _
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ROOM OCCUPANTS

I. Print or type names of persons occupying each room. If more than three rooms are required,
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2. Select room type desired, indicate arrival and departure dates, and special requests (not guaranteed).
Occupants (first name first)

1. Check one: 0 Single o Double (I bed) 0 DbVDbl (2 dbl beds) o Govt.
ROOM Arr. Date: Dep. Date:
NO.1 Requests: 0 Smoking o Non-Smoking o Wheelchair Accessible 0 King2.

1. Check one: 0 Single o Double (l bed) 0 DbVDbl (2 dbl beds) o Govt.
ROOM Arr. Date: Dep. Date:
NO.2

2. Requests: 0 Smoking o Non-Smoking o Wheelchair Accessible o King

1. Check one: 0 Single o Double (I bed) 0 DbVDbl (2 dbl beds) o Govt.
ROOM Arr. Date: Dep. Date:
NO.3 2. Requests: 0 Smoking o Non-Smoking o Wheelchair Accessible o King
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1998 IMS CONFERENCE HOTELS
MAP No. HOTEL SINGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE/QUAD

1 Baltimore Hilton & Towers $134 $148 $168/$188
2 Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor $149 $159 $169/$179 G
3 Days Inn Inner Harbor $102 $112 $122/$132 G
4 Harbor Court Hotel $160 $160 $175/$190
5 Holiday Inn $115 $125 $125/$125 G
6 Hyatt Regency Baltimore

(Headquarters) $155 $170 $195/$220 G
7 Mount Vernon Hotel $ 75 $ 85 $ 85 G
8 Omni Inner Harbor Hotel $129 $129 $149/$169 G
9 Renaissance Harbor Place $165/$205 $165/$205 $185/$225
10 Sheraton Inner Harbor $159 $159 $174/$189
11 The Brookshire Suite Hotel $159 $179 $199/$219
12 Tremont Plaza $125 $125 $145

G Special rates available for US government employees with travel orders
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An Adventure in Microwaves
Harold Sobol, 1998 CAREER AWARD

It is interesting as one approaches
retirement to reflect on those key
events and decisions that deter-
mined the directions of a lifetime
career and to recall the major resul-
tant outcomes. As might be ex-
pected the positive highlights are
more easily recalled than the nega-
tive experiences. I have thoroughly
enjoyed my more than 40 year ad-
venture in microwave technology
and have been most fortunate to
have been positioned so that I was
able to spend most of that time rid-
ing on the crest of the wave of new
technology. I am grateful to my em-
ployers, the University of Michi-
gan, RCA Laboratories, Rockwell
International, and the University of
Texas at Arlington for their support
over the span of my career.

As an undergraduate senior at
CCNY during 1951, I had a terrible
course in field theory and was deter-
mined to do all I could in my profes-
sional career to avoid this area. I
was successful in doing just that in
my first job assignment at the Uni-
versity of Michigan's Willow Run
Laboratory. My task was to pro-
gram the intercept equations for the
BOMARC missile on an analog
computer since our early digital
computer, MIDAC, was unable to
perform reliably in the high humid-
ity at Patrick Air Force Base in Flor-
ida. I also had to design and build a
vacuum tube AID and D/A pair to
handle data communications from
the computer to the launch site and
communication center at Cape Ca-
naveral. Figure 1 is a photograph of

the author at work during the Flor-
ida experience. Note that the picture
is classified secret, perhaps a reflec-
tion of the McCarthy era in the early
1950's.

My luck ran out on my next assign-
ment. I had to design a waveguide
network, a feedhorn, and a rotating
waveguide short circuit to be used
as a surface target simulator for
studies on ground surveillance ra-
dars. Fortunately I was able to take
graduate courses in field theory and
waveguide engineering from Pro-
fessors Stephen Atwood and Lou
Holland at the University of Michi-
gan. These courses as well as the
great Rad Lab series of books not
only allowed me to complete my
design program but also turned me
on to microwave technology, an
area that I was to follow for the rest
of my career. I remember being as-
tounded in the field tests that we did
in 1954 with the above gear to ob-
serve the complex statistical nature
of both long term and short term

fading of the signal for ground tar-
gets and the very large variances
that each type of fading had. It was
not unusual to move about one foot
and to find a 30dB change in signal
strength. It was not possible to use a
deterministic expression for signal
level at the target. I again ran into
this problem 40 years later while in-
vestigating propagation issues for
PCS wireless telecommunication
systems. My student, Yuqiang
(Richard) Tang, in his 1993 Ph.D.
research carefully measured the
fields and was able to find the ap-
propriate distribution functions to
characterize the statistics ofthe sur-
face level propagation in indoor
structures. Of course others over the
years have also studied the statistics
of this propagation and have set up
various empirical expressions to
characterize the fields.

My Ph.D. research in the late 50's
under Professors Joe Rowe and Bill
Dow at the University of Michigan
was on the transport of modulated

Figure 2. Collage of designs and IBM circuits, circa 1960. The author's cryo-
tron circuit is in the lower right corner.
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signals in electron beam devices.
My experience in the U of M Elec-
tron Physics Laboratory expanded
my interest in microwaves to in-
clude device physics and also gave
me an opportunity to gain experi-
ence in building microwave tubes.
It was in this Lab that I first met
Cheng Wen and Bernie Hershenov,
who were to become life long
friends and colleagues of mine.
Both received the Microwave Ap-
plication Award for their work on
the Co-Planar Waveguide, and Mi-
crostrip Circulators respectively. Figure 3. The author (right) and Dr. Leon Nergaard, 1972.

After graduating from Michigan I
started my industrial career with a
short but interesting stint at the IBM
TJ.Watson Research Center to
work on high speed superconduct-
ing thin film devices for new gen-
erations of high speed computers. In
1960 silicon devices were pretty
well limited to the microsecond
switching speed range. However a
new superconducting device, the
cryotron, had the possibility of
switching many orders of magni-
tude faster but required operation at
liquid helium temperatures. My role
in the project was to address the
high speed issues from a microwave
viewpoint and also to design and
test the devices. We did indeed
demonstrate nanosecond switching.
The project gave me an opportunity
to learn about microwave strip con-
ductors and thin film technology. I
was able to learn this despite the
fact that our films were lead and tin
superconductors and we did not yet
have the benefit of photolithogra-
phy. We defined our structures us-
ing deposition ofthe metals on glass
substrates by evaporation through
metal masks in contact with the sub-
strate. The conductor patterns were
machined in the metal mask.

Certainly a far cry from the technol-
ogy that was to explode in the next
few years. An interesting photo-
graph of the one of my cryotron cir-
cuits is in the lower right comer of
Figure 2. The figure is a collage of
various IBM circuits and designs
used in advertisements during the
early 1960's.

I left IBM after we found that we
could not afford to buy a home in
Westchester County, NY and there
were no nearby universities that my
wife could join for her professional
career. We moved to Princeton NJ
where I joined the Microwave Lab
at RCA Laboratories.

My first assignments at RCA in-
volved research on high power
tubes. In 1963, recalling my IBM
work, I proposed a program to our
Director, Leon Nergaard, on the use
of thin film planar circuits for inte-
grating microwave functions. Leon
picked up the ball on this and we es-
tablished a corporate wide program
to develop the technology and
transfer the capability to the divi-
sions. Figure 3 is photograph of the
author and Dr. Nergaard, IEEE
Mervyn J. Kelly Award recipient in
1973. We decided that the

Figure 4. UHF thinfilm lumped
element amplifier.

technology for monolithic micro-
wave circuits was off in the future
and as a consequence our early ef-
fort was on hybrid circuits. We con-
centrated on two circuit
technologies, thin film micros trip
circuits and thin film lumped ele-
ment circuits. The microstrip was to
serve as the primary circuit ap-
proach for frequencies above s-
band. However, we saw an oppor-
tunity to reduce circuit size at s-
band and below by using lumped
elements that were a fraction of a
wavelength. This small size held
potential for increasing the number
of circuits we could batch fabricate
on a substrate and consequently
lower the manufacturing cost. An-
other benefit of very small circuit
size was that matching circuits
could be included in packages of

\
f
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Figure 5. 2 GHz thin film lumped element power amplifier wafer

f

discrete UHF and microwave
power transistors, a leading product
line for RCA, to raise the imped-
ance level to practical values at the
package interface which facilitated
the design of wide bandwidth cir-
cuits. Figure 4 is a 16 watt 225-400
MHz thin film lumped element am-
plifier, the RCA 7702, and Figure 5
is a wafer of substrates for lumped
element 1 watt 2 GHz amplifiers.

The existing theoretical expressions
for micros trip transmission line
properties were not adequate for de-
sign purposes. However we found
that by using a very clever quasi
TEM analysis with a conformal
mapping that Harold Wheeler pub-
lished, we were able to get very
good correlation between measured
and calculated impedance and
guide wavelength at frequencies be-
low x-band. Marty Caulton, John
Hughes and I published our results
and we exhausted our reprints
within a few weeks and had to reor-
der these several times.

We found that the theoretical values
of impedance of inductors and ca-
pacitors published by Terman in his
1943 Radio Engineers Handbook
were suitable with some minor cor-
rections for design of our lumped
element circuits. After finding the
basic microwave properties we
were able to study a wide range of
parameters on substrates, conduc-
tors, and dielectrics that permitted
us to gain a good handle on the tech-
nology for hybrid microwave inte-
grated circuits and to apply these in
functional circuits. We transferred
the technology that we developed in
the research lab to the RCA product
divisions and through publications
and presentations by our group,
Texas Instruments and Microwave
Associates convinced the world
wide microwave industry that mi-
crowave integrated circuits were
the technology of the future. Figure
6 is an X-band receiver with a tun-
nel diode front end.

After spending two years in the
RCA Solid State Division transfer-
ring the technology, I returned to
the RCA Labs to lead research ef-
forts on GaAs PETs, IMP ATT and
TRAPATT diodes. Lou Napoli, a
member of our Lab, received the
MTT Applications Award for his
work on the GaAs power FETs. Fig-
ure 7 is a photograph of a reunion of
many former members of the RCA
Microwave group taken at the 1992
IMS in Albuquerque.

In 1973, I received an offer from
Collins Radio in Dallas to head up
the Engineering for the Microwave
Systems Division. Collins had un-
dergone some very difficult times
and was saved by an infusion of
money from Rockwell Interna-
tional. The company was able to
turn things around in 1972 and an
area that was prime for growth was
microwave radio as the new breed
of telephone long distance carriers
were coming on stream. I was of-
fered the position of chief engineer
to guide the technology and product
development in this potentially ex-
plosive business. I made a very dif-
ficult decision to leave RCA and all
the friends that I developed over the
years and head to the Southwest to
take this new challenge, one where I
could apply the technologies I
worked with for years in a new line
of systems. I joined Collins in 1973
and the company was fully acquired
by Rockwell in 1974.

At Rockwell, during the 1970's we
developed high capacity analog het-
erodyne radio for the new long dis-
tance carriers including MCI and
the fore runner of SPRINT (SPCC),
and new generations of low cost re-
modulating radios for the industrial
and video markets. During the late
1970' s the major development of
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analog radios included a 5400
voice-circuit single sideband radio
and a radio for the largest micro-
wave system installed at one time
for long distance service in Saudi
Arabia. An AT&T and Rockwell
team performed the Saudi program.
The state of the art of 6 GHz GaAs
power FETs was insufficient to per-
mit the use of these devices in the
analog radios of the 1970' s. The re-
modulating radios used 2 GHz sili-
con amplifiers and multipliers, the
single sideband and wideband het-
erodyne radios used travelling wave
tubes with appropriate linearizing
predistorters, where required, and
the Saudi heterodyne radio used a 2
GHz power amplifier, a multiplier
and a deviation divider in the re- Figure 6. X - Band low noise receiver with tunnel diode LNA.
ceiver. It was indeed frustrating af-
ter leading an effort on the
development of GaAs PETs to find
that commercial devices at the time
were not available or did not meet
our requirements. The Saudi pro-
gram was very successful and the
Kingdom issued the commemora-
tive stamp shown in Figure 8 recog-
nizing the accomplishment.

We were finally successful in incor-
porating 6 GHz power FETS in the
final analog radio we developed in
the early 1980's. Figure 9 shows an
early model of a 5-stage, 5 watt, 5.9
- 6.4 GHz power amplifier The last
of the analog radios was designed
using approaches recommended by
Dr. W. Edward Deming for reli-
abilty, manufacturability, and cost.
The technologies incorporated
maximum use of silicon ICs, SMT
circuit boards and hybrid integrated
microwave circuits. The radio was
indeed one of the most successful
and profitable that we produced and
further captured a very large share
of market.

Figure 7. RCA Reunion at IMS 1992, Albuquerque; L to R, Lou Napoli, Barry
Perlman, Mrs. and Dr. Fred Sterzer, Dr. and Mrs. Walt Curtice, Dr. and Mrs.
Arye Rosen, Dr. and Mrs Bernie Hershenov, Marion Sobol, Cheng Wen, Hal So-
bol, Ed Denlinger

A second major activity during my
early years at Rockwell was the de-
velopment of microwave digital ra-
dio. The FCC issued the regulatory
notices on digital radio perform-
ance in the mid 1970's. These in-
cluded a minimum capacity of 1152

digital voice circuits in the 4, 6, and
11 GHz common carrier bands and
a specific spectrum mask that was a
compromise to allow adjacent
channel operation of the digital ra-
dio with an analog FM radio. The
spectral densities to meet the
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Figure 8. Commemorative stamp
for Saudi Arabia long distance micro-
wave network.

minimum capacity requirements
were approximately 4, 2.7, and 2
Bits/second per Hz in the 4, 6, and
11 GHz bands respectively. The
first frequency band that digital ra-
dio was aimed at was the 10.7 to
11.7 GHz band since it was not
heavily occupied by the common
carriers and had the simplest re-
quirement on spectral density. Sev-
eral suppliers including AT&T,
Microwave Associates and NEC
were first to market the 11 GHz
equipment. The early radios used
either QPSK modulation with two
orthogonal cross-polarized radio
channels in a single bandwidth

assignment, or a form of QPR
modulation that resulted in the
minimum required spectral density.
The cross polarization radio was
highly susceptible to fading prob-
lems since cross polarization dis-
crimination decreased during
multipath fades. Both of these
schemes met with lack of enthusi-
asm from the marketplace.

We elected to enter the digital mar-
ket with a solid state singly polar-
ized radio and one that had a
capacity of 1344 digital voice cir-
cuits which met a standard digital
interface of two DS3 signals rather
than the minimum requirement
which was not a standard interface.
The radio to meet these specifica-
tions had to operate at 90 MB/s.
The only practical solid state ampli-
fier for the 11 GHz band during the
1970's was an IMPATT device.
Taking into account the difficulty in
achieving amplitude linearity with
an IMPATT amplifier, and the re-
quired spectral density of 2.25
Bits/second per Hz, 8PSK modula-
tion which has a Nyquist limit for
eliminating intersymbol interfer-
ence of 3 Bits/second per Hz, and
has minimal amplitude linearity re-
quirements, was selected. The

Figure 9. Five stage, 5 watt, 5.9 - 6.4 GHz circulator coupled GaAs FET
power amplifier, circa 1980

modulation was applied directly at
the carrier frequency using an 11
GHz diode switched line length
modulator, shown in Figure 10. The
circulator coupled 2 watt IMP ATT
amplifier, shown in Figure 11, util-
ized 3 IMP ATT stages and a Gunn
diode preamplifier.

In order to minimize spectral dis-
tortion in the IMP ATT, final trans-
mitter filtering was accomplished
after amplification using a low loss
5-section invar coupled cylindrical
cavity filter. Further, to meet com-
pliance with the FCC, the filter was
hermetically sealed so it would be
useable at sea level as well as on
high mountain peaks. This radio
captured the major share of the 11
GHz digital radio market in the US.
Unfortunately after several years,
our suppliers of IMP ATT diodes,
HP and NEC, both stopped manu-
facturing the diodes and we were
forced to switch to TWT amplifiers,
another frustration with solid state
amplification. A 6 GHz model of
this radio that operated with a spec-
tral density of 3 Bits/second per Hz
and used a TWT power amplifier
was developed and also was very
successful in the marketplace.

The capacity of the 8PSK radios be-
came an issue as the population of
these radios grew. The 6GHz ana-
log FM radios had capacities of
more than 2000 voice circuits and
as a consequence, the marketplace
demanded comparable capacity
with digital radio. Thus again using
standard digital interface a three
DS3 radio with a capacity of 2016
digital voice circuits was required.
Since the 6 GHz 8PSK radio was al-
ready at the Nyquist limit, it was
clear that a high level M-Ary modu-
lation system was required. Our
competition had elected to pursue
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Figure 10. X - band 8 PSK digital
radio modulator.

the 90 MB/s two DS3 radio for the 6
GHZ band using a 16QAM modula-
tion system. Our approach for the
three DS3 radio, which was later
adopted by all successful partici-
pants in this business, was to use
64QAM modulation in a radio that
operated at 135MB/s. M-Ary
64QAM 6 GHz radios that operate
over 25 mile paths rather than the 15
mile paths of 11 GHz radios are
considerably more susceptible to
multi path fading than the earlier ra-
dios. As a consequence consider-
able more sophistication was
required in these systems in the
form of amplitude and time domain
adaptive equalizers, and the use of
forward error correcting codes. The
64-state modulation was applied to
a 70 MHz carrier that was subse-
quently up-converted to 6 GHz. The
transmitter chain required ex-
tremely good linearity, approaching
that of the SSB radio. Thus TWTs
with predistorter linearizers and
backed-off operation were used for
these radios. The equipment was in-
troduced to commercial service in
1984. In the late 1980's and early
1990' s, after I retired, suitable
GaAs FET amplifiers with the re-
quired linearity and at competitive

Figure 11. Four stage X - band, 2 watt 1MPATT diode amplifier.

Figure 12. Visit to Xian, China, Microwave Radio Works, 1978

cost finally became available for
use in the high level M-Ary modu-
lation radios.

system that was basically our 90
MB/s digital radio with the micro-
wave front end replaced by a light-
wave front end. By 1984 our
technology advanced to the point
that we were able to deliver a state
wide, single mode, 139 MB/s (3
DS3), 1300nrn fiber optic system to
Indiana Bell, one of the first single
mode systems deployed in the US.
By 1986 we were the first to have a
565 MB/s system in commercial
service, and by 1987 placed a 1.1

During the late 1970's, it became
clear that fiber optics systems were
going to be a significant threat to
microwave transmission systems.
As a consequence, we started a pro-
gram to also develop fiber optic
digital transmission equipment. Our
first product was a short wavelength
(820nm) multimode 90 MB/s
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Figure 13. Visit to Xian, China, Microwave Radio Works, 1978

Figure 14. Visit to Bejing, China, PT&T, 1978

GB/s placed in service. Key to the
success of the GB/s fiber systems
was the use of an integrated GaAs
multiplexer and demultiplexer fab-
ricated using GaAs gate array chips.
SMT technology and the use of
semiautomatic assembly of the hy-
brid circuit optical transmitters and
receivers were key to the reliability
and manufacturability of our prod-
ucts. We again were fortunate in

capturing a major share of the mar-
ket in the mid 80' s. In addition to
the microwave and lightwave
equipment, it was necessary to also
have a full line of multiplex, protec-
tion switching, alarm and control,
and other ancillary products to sup-
port the transmission equipment.

After serving as Director of Engi-
neering for 12 years and as Vice
president of Engineering for all of

Rockwell Telecommunications for
three years, I decided that the time
was right for me to join a university
for the last few years of my career.
My goal was to once again partici-
pate in research but also to work
with new engineers to try to pass on
to them some of what I learned over
the span of my career. I retired from
Rockwell at the end of 1988. I look
back with a feeling of great satisfac-
tion, knowing that I played a role in
significantly advancing the technol-
ogy and developing products that
grossed more than $2B during my
time with the corporation. We also
succeeded in supplying equipment
in a great many countries and in
some brought long distance service
to the area for the first time. Figures
11, 12 and 13 were taken during a
visit to The People's Republic of
China in 1978, to help that nation in
growing their telecommunications
infrastructure.

I am grateful to the hundreds of en-
gineers who I had the privilege in
directing during these efforts and I
want to share this honor bestowed
on me with them. A few of the key
individuals were Bob Hicks who
was my Director of Radio Develop-
ment, Paul Hartmann, Eddie Allen
and Drew Crossett who led the digi-
tal radio development, Bill Conner
and Phil Salas, who played lead
roles in the analog development,
Ben Hallford, Bob Livingston, Bill
Thompson, Dick Nichols, Charlie
Hogge, and Bob Fekete who were
some of our top design engineers,
and Joe Cook who hand-fed each of
our radio products on their journey
from engineering to manufacturing.
Nevin Karlovak, Dale Trent, Mike
Dugan, and Dennis Offut were
some ofthe key players in our light-
wave development.
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I became Professor of EE and Asso-
ciate Dean of Engineering for Re-
search at the University of Texas at
Arlington in the fall of 1988 and
started a telecommunications
graduate track in EE. I enjoyed the
return to the campus and particu-
larly the opportunity to work with
new engineers and to once again get
personally involved with research.
My student's dissertations covered
a wide range of fields including M-
Ary modulation in coherent detec-
tion fiber optic systems, architec-
tures for fiber optic distribution of

wide bandwidth multimedia infor-
mation in subscriber loops, filters
for dispersion compensation of op-
tical fibers, in-building propagation
for PCS, integrated voice/data mo-
bile radio, and low bit rate voice.
Our program at the university was
considerably strengthened when
Vas ant Prabhu retired from Bell
Labs and joined me in the graduate
telecom activities. Our Ph.D. and
MSE students are not only populat-
ing many of the companies in the
Telecom Corridor of the Dallas Fort
Worth Metroplex but are working

in many nations of the world. l offi-
cially retired in 1995 from the uni-
versity, but have not been able to
break away from my career yet as I
continue to consult, lecture and
serve on too many national, local
and IEEE committees.

My career followed many paths and
took many turns but there has been
one constant, the strong support of
my wife, Professor Marion Sobol of
SMU, who put up with me for all
these years. I am eternally grateful
to her. M
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RF/Microwaves in Medical
Applications, and Future
Research
RF/MICROWAVES APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE

Arye Rosen, Ph.D.* and
Har'el D. Rosen, M.D.**

Abstract
The applications of RF/microwave
in medicine, particularly in cardiol-
ogy, urology, otolaryngology and
surgery are described. A few of the
applications have gained world-
wide acceptance and are currently
used to treat human subjects, while
others are currently being re-
searched and developed.

Introduction
The use of RF/microwaves in thera-
peutic medicine has increased dra-
matically in the last few years. RF
and microwave therapies for cancer
in humans are well documented,
and are presently used in many can-
cer centers. RF treatments for su-
praventricular arrhythmias, and
more recently for ventricular tachy-
cardia (VT) are currently employed
by major hospitals. RF/microwaves
are also used in human subjects for
the treatment of benign prostatic
hyperplasia (BPH), and have gained
international approval, including
approval by the United States Food

and Drug Administration (FDA).In
the last year, several otolaryn-
gological centers in the United
States have been utilizing RF to
treat upper airway obstruction and
alleviate sleep apnea. Despite these
advances, considerable efforts are
being expended on the improve-
ment of such medical device tech-
nology. Furthermore, new
modalities such as microwave en-
hanced liposuction, microwave ab-
lation, RF/microwaves for the
enhancement of drug absorption
and microwave septic wound treat-
ment are continually being re-
searched. In this paper we
specifically address the advances in
the area of RF/microwave ablation,
RF/microwave treatment of benign
prostatic hyperplasia, microwave
balloon angioplasty, RF in the treat-
ment of sleep apnea, and two new ar-
eas of investigation: microwave
enhanced liposuction and micro-
wave anastomoses.

RF/Microwave Ablation
for the Treatment of
Cardiac Arrhythmias (1·15)

Cardiac arrhythmias can result from
a variety of clinical conditions, but
at their root is an abnormal focus, or
pathway, of electrical activity. Ab-
normal sources of electrical activity
most commonly occur at or above
the AV-node, and are thus deemed
supraventricular tachy-
arrhythmias. Alternatively, abnor-
mal ventricular foci cause ventricu-
lar tachycardia. The presence of
abnormal conduction pathways can
also result in an uncontrolled cy-
cling of electrical activity resulting
from retrograde signal conduction
through the myocardium (re-entry
tachy-arrhythmias). Re-entry can
occur within the AV-node
(AVNRT), or via accessory con-
duction pathways (AP). Regardless
of the specific etiology, once the
source of the arrhythmia has been
identified, destruction of the abnor-
mal cardiac tissue is curative. The
goal of ablation is to modify the
electrical system of the heart by
converting electrically-active car-
diac tissue to electrically-inactive
scar tissue. The scar or lesion that
forms then blocks the focus or ac-
cessory pathway and prevents the
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Figure 1. Mechanism of RF ablation.
When RF current is delivered to the tip
of a catheter electrode, resistive heat-
ing occurs along a small rim of tissue
in direct contact with the electrode. A
lesion is created as heat conducts pas-
sively away from this zone and the sur-
rounding myocardium is heated to a
temperature where cell death occurs
(-50°C). Lesion size is therefore afunc-
tion of the size of the electrode and the
resulting temperature at the electrode-
tissue interface.

tachycardia. Various energy forms
have been used to create such local-
ized tissue injury, including direct
current (DC), radio-frequency
(RF), and microwave energy.

The clinical use of DC ablation
dates back to 1982. An electrode
catheter is placed at the desired lo-
cation, and a DC shock is applied.
Although complete ablation occurs
in up to 65% of patients, DC abla-
tion is fraught with complications.
Hypotension, perforation, cardiac
tamponade, embolization, pericar-
ditis, and ventricular tachy-
arrhythmias have been reported in
as many as 10% of patients. Mor-
tality associated with DC ablation
may be as high as 5% in some pa-
tient groups. RF ablation was de-
veloped with the hope of
decreasing the risks associated
with DC application. In RF abla-
tion, lesion formation results from
resistive tissue heating at the point
of contact with the RF electrode

(Figure 1). This heating is thought
to lead to coagulation necrosis and
permanent tissue damage. If there
is poor tissue contact, RF current
can not be coupled to the underly-
ing tissue, and the desired effect of
tissue heating is lost. Overall suc-
cess rate for RF ablation have been
reported to be as high as 85% for
AV junction ablation, and as high
as 95% when applied to re-entry
mediated tachycardia. Further-
more, RF ablation has not been re-
ported to result in serious side
effects. Recently, encouraging re-
sults in the treatment of ventricular
arrhythmias occurring as a conse-
quence of diffuse processes such as
myocardial ischemia or infarction
have been published. The search
for ablation modalities capable of
safely generating even larger le-
sions has spawned an interest in
microwave ablation (Figure 2).
Unlike DC and RF techniques
which generate lesions of rela-
tively limited size and penetration,
microwave energy might allow for
greater tissue penetration, and thus
a greater volume of heating.

CATHETER
COAX

ANTENNA '--------~."-
~-;:----- ~ --

Microwave ablation systems are
currently being developed.

RF/Microwave Treatment
of BPH (16-33)

Benign prostatic hypertrophy
(BPH) represents an enlargement of
the prostate gland which can lead to
compression of the urethra, and thus
cause urinary tract obstruction. The
prostate gland is an organ at the
base of he male bladder which sur-
rounds the urethra and produces
seminal fluid. Overgrowth of
prostatic tissue leads to compres-
sion of the urethra. BPH is among
the most common medical condi-
tions affecting men over the age of
50. In fact, over 50% of men older
than 50 years old have enlarged
prostates. Symptoms of urinary
tract obstruction (frequent urina-
tion, decreased urine flow, nocturia,
dribbling, discomfort, pain) most
commonly begin at 65 -70 years of
age.

Although drug therapy may be ef-
fective for patients with early stages
of BPH, many men will need inva-
sive intervention for relief of

Figure 2. Microwave system usedfor myocardial tissue ablation
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Figure 3. TUNA catheter with handle incorporating directfiberoptic vision(with
permission of VidaM ed, Inc.)

symptoms. Surgical excision of
prostatic tissue has been the stan-
dard care for more advanced forms
of BPH. Procedures such as pros-
tatectomy and transurethral resec-
tion of the prostate, however, carry
with them significant risks. To
minimize such hazards as hemor-
rhage, coagulopathies, pulmonary
emboli, bladder perforation, incon-
tinence, infection, urethral stricture,
retention of prostatic chips, infertil-
ity, and retrograde ejaculation,
minimally invasive alternatives
have been developed and are being
investigated. Transurethral RF and
microwave procedures are becom-
ing promising alternatives to surgi-
cal intervention. The goal of
therapy is to decrease the volume of
prostatic tissue. RF Transurethral
Needle Ablation (TUNA) (Figure
3) involves the introduction of in-
terstitial needle electrodes directly
into prostatic tissue. One such sys-
tem uses a catheter harboring
electrode-needles within its tip.
These needles, when deployed, pass
into the prostatic tissue. RF current
flows through the tissue from the
active to the dispersive electrode,

and ablation occurs as the interven-
ing tissue is heated. Alternatively,
single needle electrodes can be
passed via a cystoscope, into the
prostate. RF energy is then used to
create two or more localized le-
sions. Both methods have been ef-
fective as therapy for symptomatic
BPH.

Transurethral Microwave Ther-
motherapy (TUMT) (Figure 4a,b,c)
has also shown promise as a thera-
peutic modality for the treatment of
BPH. This technique uses a micro-
wave delivery system housed
within a transurethral catheter (Fig-
ure 4). Its goal is to selectively de-
stroy prostatic tissue without
damaging the urethral mucosa or
structures surrounding the treat-
ment area. At microwave frequen-
cies, temperatures in the target
tissue can be raised to as high as 45 -
70°C without damaging peri-
prostatic tissue. TUMT has been
used routinely outside the United
States, and has recently received ap-
proval by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.

Microwave Balloon
Angioplasty (13,34-44)

Atherosclerosis, with its resultant
occlusion of coronary blood flow,
remains a leading cause of morbidity
and mortality. For many patients
with advanced disease, or in whom
pharmacologic management has
failed, percutaneous transluminal
balloon angioplasty (PTCA) has of-
fered an effective alternative to coro-
nary bypass surgery. The efficacy of
PTCA, however, has been limited by
restenosis rates ranging from 17% to
47%, as well as by a risk of arterial
dissection and/or thrombus forma-
tion. Furthermore, acute occlusion,
resulting from elastic recoil at the
angioplasty site, can occur in as
many as 5% of patients undergoing
PTCA. Such patients require emer-
gency heart surgery. Microwave
Balloon Angioplasty (MBA), the
first microwave application in cardi-
ology, was developed with the ulti-
mate goal of decreasing both acute
and long term restenosis risks.

MBA, like PTCA, employs a bal-
loon catheter which is advanced to
the site of arterial stenosis. While
PTCA uses only the pressure gener-
ated by balloon inflation to dilate
the affected artery, MBA takes ad-
vantage of the volume heating prop-
erties of microwave emitters. In
MBA, a microwave cable-antenna
assembly is threaded through the
catheter, with the antenna centered
in the balloon portion of the cathe-
ter. By heating the tissue as the bal-
loon is inflated, it was hoped that a
patent vessel would be created that
would be resistant to both acute and
chronic reocclusion. Early in vivo
studies, at 2.45 GHz, were con-
ducted to assess the effects of vari-
ous energy levels upon normal and
atherosclerotic rabbit iliac arteries.
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Research on the therapeutic poten-
tial was subsequently conducted on
atherosclerotic rabbit iliac arteries
using microwave energy to raise the
balloon surface temperature to 70 -
85°C. When compared to simulta-
neously performed conventional
angioplasty, MBA at 85°C pro-
duced significantly wider luminal
diameters both immediately after
angioplasty and 4 weeks after the
procedure (Figure 5). Further work,
utilizing mongrel dogs with throm-
bin induced coronary occlusion, has
demonstrated the feasibility of
MBA as a treatment modality for
coronary thrombosis. MBA of such
coronary thrombi in dogs resulted
in patent vasculature with the added
benefit of an organized and stabi-
lized thrombus. Although the tech-
nique described was successful in
animal studies, it has not yet found
its way into clinical use. However,
microwave balloon angioplasty has
recently been suggested for applica-
tions in carotid stenosis and arterial
occlusion.

RF in the Treatment of
Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is a
disorder diagnosed when an indi-
vidual's upper airway becomes in-
termittently blocked during sleep
and breathing becomes interrupted.
Approximately 20 million Ameri-
cans are estimated to suffer from
OSA, and over half of these are be-
tween the ages of 30 and 60 years.
During sleep, there Is a relaxation of
the structures surrounding the phar-
ynx/throat. Breathing becomes in-
terrupted (apnea) when these
anatomical structures relax in a po-
sition which occludes airflow. The
most commonly involved structures Figure 4
include the soft palate, the base of
the tongue, and the tonsils/

Urethrll
catheter

ScbcmoIic repcsenlatiOll of Ibe IRallneQI catheter (Wilh permission of
Technomed Medical Systems).

(a)

I"M'VYAl

•.•..
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(b)

I'ro.Itatron bUtmenl functional diagram (with permission of Technomcd
MedieaJ Systems).

(c)
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adenoids. Enlarged turbinates
within the nose can serve to further
impede airflow.

OSA and its resultant interruption
of normal sleep patterns have a
wide range of clinical effects. Pa-
tients may experience daytime
sleepiness, most hazardous while
driving or during work. They may
also exhibit personality changes,
difficulty concentrating, memory
difficulties, headaches, or sexual
dysfunction. Sleep apnea Is also as-
sociated with increased rates of sys-
temic and pulmonary hypertension,
stroke, heart failure, and myocar-
dial infarction.

Treatment depends on severity and
frequency of symptoms. Some mild
cases may be managed with weight
loss alone. Often, however, further
intervention is needed. conven-
tional management has relied upon
dental appliances to maintain an
open airway, ventilators to provide
Continuous Positive Airway Pres-
sure ( CAP ), and attempts at surgi-
cal correction of the airway
obstruction. Though effective, den-
tal appliances and CPAP are both
uncomfortable, and suffer from
relatively low patient compliance
rates (40 _70%)(68.69).Surgical cor-
rection may involve either excision
of 'excess tissue' (uvulopalatopha-
ryngoplasty) or more involved
maxillofacial surgery. Surgical cure
rates have been reported to range
between 30 and 75 %. (70.71)

Recently, Somnus Medical Tech-
nologies has developed an RF sys-
tem ( Somnoplasty'Y) which uses
needle electrodes to create precise
regions of submucosal tissue co-
agulation. Thus, both the tissue vol-
ume and its resulting airway
obstruction are reduced. Applicator
probes have been developed to

target specific tissues including the
base of the tongue (6a), the uvula
(6b) and soft palate (6c), arid nasal
turbinates (6d). Sornnoplasty is de-
signed to be performed on an outpa-
tient basis, under local anesthesia,
and is expected to boast such bene-
fits as immediate results, little
post-operative edema or discom-
fort, and no permanent scarring.

In the paper entitled "Radiofre-
quency Volumetric Reduction of
the Tongue - A Porcine Pilot Study
for the Treatment of Obstructive
Sleep Apnea Syndrome" Powell, et
al, reported on the use of RF for the
volumetric reduction of the tongue
(72) .. Powell's three stage pilot study
investigated both the in vitro and in
vivo effects of RF, delivered via a
customized needle electrode. Volu-
metric measurements were per-
formed using implanted ultrasonic
crystals positioned around the treat-
ment site. Changes in tissue volume
could then he assessed both before
and after the deli very of RF energy.

3.0

To establish the feasibility of the
technique, the initial stage of the
project used two bovine tongues (in
vitro). A single 0.05" diameter nee-
dle electrode delivered 30 kj over a
20 minute period at two sites per
tongue. Volume reductions of be-
tween 12.8 and 26.7 % were noted
immediately after the procedure,
with an additional 4% reduction
noted after 4 hours. The second
stage was conducted using pigs, in
vivo, and demonstrated that volume
reduction increases as the amount
of energy delivered is increased
from 6.8 to 40 kj. Finally, in the
third stage, an in vivo porcine model
was again used, this time assessing
clinical efficacy of the procedure by
measuring both tissue volume
changes, and histological changes.
RF tissue reduction was performed
on 9 pigs, with 3 additional pigs
serving as controls. An 0.035" di-
ameter needle electrode was used to
deliver 2.4 kj over 6+ 1.29 minutes.
Immediately after the procedure, a

*2.5
..•....,"" ,~•.' -...,.." --.,~.. ....

...... ++....••

POST 4 WEEK

------ MeA
CBA

* p < 0.05 post MeA vs pre MeA
+ p < 0.05 4 weeks MB" vs pre MBA

+ + p < 0.05 4 weeks CBA vs post CBA

Figure 5. Microwave thermal angioplasty (85DC)
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mean volume shrinkage of 7.02%
was described. By 24 hours after the
procedure, edema resulted in a 4 to
6 % increase in tissue volume, thus
returning nearly to baseline vol-
umes. Subsequently, however, a
progressive volume reduction of up
to 26.3% was identified over the
following 10 days. Animals were
sacrificed at between 1 hour and 5
weeks after the procedure. Lesions
were described as spherical, well
defined regions of tissue destruc-
tion, initially demonstrating edema
and hemorrhage. As the lesion
healed, scar formation occurred,
along with neovascularization. Tis-
sue and vessels surrounding the le-
sion remained intact and viable.
Given the seeming success of this
technique in the animal model, RF
tissue reduction may offer a promis-
ing alternative to the conventional
management of obstructive sleep
apnea.

FUTURE RESEARCH IN
RF/MICROWAVES

Microwave Enhanced
Liposuction (45·53)

Liposuction is used for aesthetic
and reconstructive surgery. Its uses
include the undermining of large
flaps while preserving vascular at-
tachments, removing lipomas,
treating gynecomastia, and improv-
ing axillary hyperhydrosis. The ap-
plication of RF/microwave for
enhanced liposuction may reduce
some problems associated with
standard mechanical liposuction,
including blood loss, fluid shifts
and systemic effects.

Dry-technique liposuction vs.
microwave-enhanced dry-
technique liposuction - Prelimi-
nary work has been conducted, in

swine, to compare the effects of the
dry-technique liposuction vs.
microwave-enhanced dry-
technique liposuction. The "non-
microwave" dry-technique liposuc-
tion performed at the two cephlad
sites yielded typical fat debris
which grossly appeared to be mixed
with a noticeable amount of blood.
The "microwave" liposuction per-
formed at the two caudal sites
yielded fat which differed consid-
erably in quality and texture from
tissue extracted using the dry-
technique. The duration of micro-
wave enhanced suctioning ap-
peared to be related to the histologic
changes observed in the subcutane-
ous fat derived from the caudal
sites. The fat initially removed dur-
ing the first 30 seconds grossly ap-
peared similar to conventionally
suctioned fat. However, the fat re-
moved as the duration of micro-
wave enhanced liposuction
increased from 30 seconds to 2 min-
utes appeared increasingly sof-
tened. The longest duration of
microwave suctioning, from 2 to 4
minutes, yielded fat which grossly
appeared to be fused into an opaque,
amorphous melted state.

The Tumescent-Technique for Li-
posuction Surgery - The "tumes-
cent technique" of liposuction was
introduced in 1986. Use of the
Klein needle has allowed the anes-
thetic solution to be rapidly injected
through the same incision used for
liposuction, efficiently anesthetiz-
ing large subcutaneous areas, thus
eliminating the need and risks of
general anesthesia. Injection of a
large volume of dilute lidocaine
produces a swelling and firmness of
the site to be aspirated which
greatly facilitates fat removal. The
small (3-4 mm) cannulas produce
less trauma, therefore result in less

Figure 6a. Tongue Somnoplasty

Figure 6b. Uvula Somnoplasty

Figure 6c. Palatal Somnoplasty

Figure 6d. Turbinate Somnoplasty
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blood loss, bruising, and discom-
fort. The basic technique was later
expanded, and much larger volumes
of lidocaine were administered, re-
sulting in the capability of aspirat-
ing significantly greater volumes of
tissue with a minimum increase in
blood loss. This was achieved with
serum lidocaine levels well below
the toxicity range. We believe that
using microwave volume heating
will further enhance and benefit the
tumescent technique.

Tumescent-technique liposuction
vsmicrowave-enhanced tumescent
- liposuction - A similar protocol
was followed at corresponding sites
on the left side of the swine. The
only modification was to employ
tumescent liposuction instead of the
dry technique that was used for sites
on the right side. The solution used
for tumescence consisted of
IOOOcc of normal saline, com-
bined with 60cc of I % lidocaine
with epinephrine. Approximately
250cc of this solution was infil-
trated into each of the four sites
prior to liposuction. The conven-
tional "non-microwave" tumescent
liposuction performed at the two
cephlad sites yielded fat typically
seen in such procedure; there was
also less bleeding than seen with the
dry technique.

Tumescent liposuction combined
with microwaves between 30 and
40 Watts yielded a transformation
in the fat suctioned, enabling easier
fat removal with less bleeding in
comparison to both conventional
dry and tumescent liposuction with-
out microwaves.

Cannula Design
The cannula utilized was a Byron
Accelerator III type cannula, which
was modified to hold a microwave

Co-A'1. CA6LE:. ItIXCtlMt
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Figure 7. Microwave enhanced liposuction cannula

semirigid coaxial cable having a
whip antenna at the distal end, Fig-
ure 7. The tip of each cannula distal
of the suction port was modified by
removal of its metal tip, which was
replaced with a dome made of plas-
tic in order to facilitate microwave
radiation. The suction port in the
proximal end of the cannula handle
was converted to accept the semiri-
gid coaxial cable/antenna structure.
Suction was effectuated through a
new port installed in the cannula
handle.

The system used in our preliminary
experiments was designed for use at
2.45GHz while immersed in a tissue
phantom. With the modified lipo-
suction cannula and antenna, we
have measured return losses as low
as -37db.

Tissue Anastomoses
Utilizing Biological
Solder in Conjunction
with Microwave
Irradiation (54) in Future
Endoscopic Surgery
Endoscopic surgery is revolutioniz-
ing many surgical procedures. For
example, laparoscopic surgical pro-
cedures, particularly laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, have gained
widespread acceptance. Further

expansion of the endoscopic ap-
proach is inevitable. Although
minimal access surgery is advanta-
geous to patients, the technical
problems imposed by the limited
access are pushing existing tissue
closure technologies (mechanical
stapling devices and hand-sewn su-
tures) to their limits. The laparo-
scopic closure of an incision made
in the bile duct for removal of
stones is an example of the short-
comings of current technologies.
Closure of this incision with laparo-
scopically placed sutures is difficult
and postoperative bile leakage may
result. Mechanical stapling devices
for this purpose are beyond cur-
rently available technology.

To enhance a tissue anastomosis
with microwaves, the tissue tem-
perature must be kept below the
threshold for damage, while the bio-
logical solder is heated above 60°C.
Microwave anastomosis may also
prove useful for vascular repairs,
for example. A microwave antenna
can be positioned inside an artery,
and solder (albumin) is then placed
on the outside of the vessel and in
any small gaps between the arterial
segments undergoing repair. The
successful results in vitro have en-
couraged the preliminary investiga-
tion in a rabbit model. Early results
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in vivo, however, have indicated the
need for a dry environment. More
research is needed to evaluate the
full potential of the microwave an-
astomoses technique.

Conclusions
In this paper we have reviewed a
few of the existing applications of
RF/microwaves in medicine. We
have indicated with some detail the
new applications currently under
investigation. A more detailed dis-
cussion of some of the topics can be
found in the book entitled New
Frontiers in Medical Device Tech-
nology edited by Arye Rosen and
Harel D. Rosen, published by John
Wiley and Sons, 1995 as part of the
Wiley Series in Microwave and Op-
tical Engineering/Kai Chang, Series
Editor.
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Great Success of the
TELSIKS'97 Conference
The 3rd Conference on Telecommu-
nications in Modem Satellite, Cable
and Broadcasting Services
TELSIKS'97 was held from Octo-
ber 8 through 10, 1997, at the Fac-
ulty of Electronic Engineering,
University of Nis, Yugoslavia.

The series of the biennial confer-
ences TELSIKS intended to be a
highly competent scientific and pro-
fessional meeting, which offered an
opportunity for researchers, scien-
tists and engineers to present their
recent achievements in this area. The
first two well-organized conferences
allowed organizers to provide an in-
ternational character and high qual-
ity of this year conference.
TELSIKS'97 was organized by the
Faculty of Electronic Engineering -
Nis, Ei HOLDING Co. - NiS and
Radio-Television of Serbia - Bel-
grade. It is very significant for or-
ganizers that, this year, a technical
sponsorship is obtained from IEEE
Microwave Theory and Techniques
Society. Also, IEEE Yugoslavia
Section, Yugoslav Society for Mi-
crowave Techniques and Technol-
ogy, Yugoslav Society for
Telecommunications and others
helped very much the organization
of the Conference.

The Conference topics were: Satellite
communications, Cable communica-
tion systems, Radio communications,
Satellite and terrestrial broadcast sys-
tems, Television technique, Applied
electromagnetics,Antennas and propa-
gation, RF and microwave technique,
Optical communication systems,

Faculty of Electronic Engineering in Nis - the location of the TELSIKS'97

Telecommunication and DSP inte-
grated circuits, Modulations and
Coding, Signal processing, Multi-
media, Telecommunication net-
works, etc. The Conference focused
on modem broadcasting technolo-
gies as MMDS.

All submitted scientific and appli-
cation oriented contributed papers
have been reviewed by the Interna-
tional Review Board. On the basis
of that, 175 papers (which authors
are from 21 countries) have been
accepted for oral or poster presenta-
tion. All papers were presented in
English and published in the Con-
ference Proceedings.

A number of invited speakers pro-
vided the first hand information on the
state in focused fields and helped in

maintaining a general view. For in-
stance, B. Evans from U.K. talked
about the recent developments in
UHF and microwave terrestrial
television, D. Draji} from Yugosla-
via talked about the development of
information theory, N. Uzunoglu
from Greece gave a speech of the
field theory techniques in MIC and
MMIC design, C. Christopoulos
from U.K. presented the applica-
tions of TLM method, etc. A
number of selected high-quality pa-
pers will be published in a special
issue of the international journal
"Facta Universitatis."

In addition, the technical program
included two workshops (Cable
Television and MMDS) and two
round tables. The Conference was
accompanied by an exhibition of
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research results and industrial prod-
ucts related to the Conference top-
ics. During the exhibition, two
presentations were performed. The
first one was the installation and
presentation of an experimental
MMDS system, and the second one
was the demonstration of some sat-
ellite solutions for high-speed Inter-
net access.

Executive Council of the Opening Session (from left to right): Prof A.
Marin-I}, Prof C. Christopoulos, Chaimen of the Conference Prof
B.Milovanovi}, Prof l. Stojanovi}, Prof V. Vladimirov and Prof 1. Surutka

The Chairman, Prof B. Milovanovi}, opened the Workshop

The Exhibition

It is important to mention a detail
from the Conference Opening.
Namely, according to the sugges-
tion of Mrs. Margaret Chini, presi-
dent of Memorial Society "Nikola
Tesla" from the USA, the confer-
ence participants accepted that the
birthday of Nikola Tesla, July 10,
be pronounced as "World Nikola
Tesla Day".

General impressions were excellent.
Most of participants put a special em-
phasis on the high professional level
of the Conference and on the tradi-
tional hospitality of organizers. The
social program was rich in events.
The University choir and a folkdanc-
ing group took part in the perform-
ance arranged for all conference
participants. Also, a sightseeing was
organized for all interested confer-
ence participants. It should be em-
phasized that the Conference gala
dinner made a strong impression on
conference participants who enjoyed
fine cuisine, good beverages and ex-
clusive live music.

And last but not least, we would like
to cite some messages from "Book of
impressions": B.Evans, UK: "I have
thoroughly enyoed my visit to Ni{",
O.Fratu, Romania: "Congratulations
for your successful effort in organiz-
ing this Conference. I think that the
kindly atmosphere which I find here
during TELSIKS'97, promise a new
high-level meeting during the next
Conference TELSIKS'99". m.
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How to Get Your Paper Into
the MTT Symposium
S. A. Maas; Fellow, IEEE
Nonlinear Technologies, Inc.
PO Box 7284, Long Beach,
CA 90807 USA
Phone & FAX:
562-426-1639
s.maas@ieee.org

Today I finished reviewing the last
of 51 papers submitted to the 1998
MTT International Microwave
Symposium (IMS) sessions on
Nonlinear Modeling and Analysis.
Like my nine colleagues on this
subcommittee and the other couple
hundred reviewers on other sub-
committees, I'm exhausted. Any-
one who thinks that this is fun is
kidding himself.

A majority of these papers will be
rejected. This should be no surprise;
the competition is stiff. Of our 51
papers, we will accept about a
dozen for regular sessions and a few
more for the open forum. Our ac-
ceptance rate will be a little over
30%. The symposium's overall ac-
ceptance rate probably will be about
50%. With this kind of competition,
papers with even modest flaws-to
say nothing of major ones-don't
stand a chance.

The frustration of seeing many po-
tentially good papers rejected has
inspired me to write this article.
Still, I should start with a dis-
claimer: the following are my own

. opinions and observations; they are
not official MTT or IMS policy.
Still, after several years on the TPC,

I think I have a good idea of what is
accepted and why.

So, here's the story:

First, before submitting a paper,
consider whether your paper really
belongs in the IMS. The IMS deals
with RF and microwave technol-
ogy. Many subjects, which argua-
bly fit within our range of interests,
actually belong in other symposia.
For example, we no longer have
sessions on solid-state devices;
such papers belong in the Electron
Device Meeting. Although we obvi-
ously deal with aspects of circuit
theory, papers on general circuit
theory should be submitted to the
International Symposium on Cir-
cuits and Systems. Similarly, most
antenna papers are best submitted to
the Antennas and Propagation Soci-
ety Symposium.

Many types of papers that do fall
within our sphere of interest still are
not well suited to an IMS presenta-
tion; these should be sent to a print
journal, perhaps the IEEE Transac-
tions on Microwave Theory and
Techniques. For example, a paper
that includes a lot of industrial-
strength mathematics probably
does not belong in the IMS. Unless
the results can be summarized with-
out a lot of Greek letters and other
funny symbols, the paper will not
do well in a presentation. Be honest:
how many of these papers, consist-
ing of slide after slide of heavy-duty
mathematics and a terse digest pa-
per, do you really understand on

first sight? Shouldn't these be in a
print journal, where there is more
room for explanation and readers
have time to study them?

We sometimes divert these turgid
works to an open-forum session.
This is a better venue for heavy sub-
jects, but still not as good as a print
journal. Unfortunately, many peo-
ple view the open forum as a dump-
ing ground for mediocre papers and
can't imagine their shining crea-
tions in such lowly surroundings. If
you have this attitude problem, get
help. Meanwhile, submit your little
wonder to a print journal.

The open forum sessions are not for
marginal papers; the standards of
novelty and quality are the same as
for the presentation sessions. The
open forum is simply for a different
type of paper: one that requires
demonstrations, hardware exhibi-
tion, or extensive discussions. So, if
your paper really is better suited to
the open forum, submit it to the
open forum.

Second, a point I repeat until I'm
breathless, yet it still needs to be
said: before submitting it, have your
paper reviewed by someone in your
organization who publishes regu-
larly. This is especially important
for beginning grad students. Go to
your advisor (that's the guy who is
always too busy to see you) and ask
him to help you with the paper.
Don't feel like your requesting a fa-
vor; that's his job (after all, he is a
co-author) and his input is essential.
Nothing is more irritating than to
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get a paper full of sophomoric
drivel written by Joe Student, Jane
Student, and Great God Professor,
and it's obvious that G. G. P. never
even looked at the paper. This is an
insult to the reviewers: we suppos-
edly have time to read and evaluate
"his" paper, but he doesn't. What,
do you suppose, are the chances that
a reviewer will accept a paper that
offends him in this way?

Here's a technique I perfected in
graduate school for getting a piece
of a busy advisor's time: wait until
he goes to the restroom, follow him
in, and stand in front of the door so
he can't escape until he talks to you.
This presupposes, of course, that
you are the same sex as your advi-
sor. But if you're not, the trick
might work even better.

Third, think long and hard about
what you should put into your sub-
mission. An IMS submission is dif-
ferent from other kinds of
publications. Especially, it is not an
MIT Transactions paper. Unlike a
Transactions paper, an IMS paper is
accepted on the basis of a summary
of the paper, not the paper itself.
Unfortunately, most authors submit
a complete paper, not a summary,
forcing the reviewers to slog
through a lot of unnecessary details
and to exhume the paper's main
idea from a mound of nonessentials.
Believe me, this does not endear
you to a reviewer who has a pile of
50 more papers in front of him! On
the other hand, a few authors take
the other extreme. Recognizing that
the reviewer has a lot of work to do,
they submit a one-page summary
that is far too brief to be evaluated.
Both types of papers are likely to be
rejected, even though the work may
be very good.

So, what should a summary con-
tain? First, it must have an abstract
(more on that later.) Second, it must
explain, as clearly, directly, and
succinctly as possible, the nature of
the problem, the methods used, and
the results. This description must
show the novelty of the results and
how they advance the state of the
art. Statements like "Excellent re-
sults were achieved" are marketing
claims that tell the reviewer noth-
ing. A long Transactions-style in-
troduction with lofty statements
about the importance of the technol-
ogy and a description of all previous
efforts, along with their shortcom-
ings, is a waste of the reviewer's
time. Similarly, lots of mathemati-
cal derivations are a waste of space:
I can guarantee that no reviewer
(except, perhaps, a few with far too
much spare time) will go through
them in detail. Above all, don't add
a lot of superfluous mathematics to
show how smart you are and to
make the paper a seem "high-level."
This ploy will backfire, for sure.
IMS reviewers have very sensitive
"BS" detectors.

A good summary rarely requires
more than two pages of text and a
few figures. As a reviewer and edi-
tor, I have always maintained that
any paper can be shortened to any
length. Most unimaginative authors
think that shortening a paper re-
quires discarding basic information.
Nonsense! To shorten a paper, dis-
card layers of detail, not basic infor-
mation. After all, what is an
abstract, but a paper shortened to a
paragraph or two?

Fourth, spend some time on the ab-
stract. The abstract helps the re-
viewer a lot. Unfortunately, few
authors write good abstracts, or even
know what an abstract is; I often feel

that a paper's abstract sounds like
conclusions, and its conclusions
sound like an abstract. (In this case,
merely reverse the two!)

How do you write a good abstract?
A suggestion: imagine that you're
walking down the hallway and a
friend stops you. "Hey," he says, "I
hear that you submitted a paper to
the IMS. What's it about?" Your
answer is an abstract. You're likely
to say, for example, "We investi-
gated the problem of giving enemas
to elephants as part of our
management -consulting research.
We found that a six-foot-long
silicon-rubber hose worked best,
because it was most similar to the
elephant's digestive tract. This in-
creased the productivity of the en-
ema by 38%." 47 words, and it tells
the whole story.

Fifth, be sure you know the rules for
publications. An unethical paper
has a 100% probability of rejection.
One common lapse is to submit a
paper before the results are in. An-
other is to submit two papers cover-
ing only slightly different territory
in a transparent attempt to inflate
publication lists. This sort of thing
should be rare, but, because of pres-
sure on academics to publish large
numbers of papers, it is becoming
more common.

Sixth, learn how the papers are
evaluated and evaluate your own in
this light. IMS papers are evaluated
according to four criteria:

Originality: Is this significant, new
research of technical or commercial
significance?

Qualitative Content: Is the paper
an explicit summary with all neces-
sary supporting data?
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Quality: Is the work correct and
nontrivial? Does it have value that
extends beyond previous work?

Interest to MTT Membership: Is
this something thing that IMS at-
tendees will be interested in?

If the fourth criterion seems a little
anti-intellectual, consider this: an
IMS paper, although technically an

archival publication, is not quite the
same as most archival print-journal
publications. People come to the
IMS because it is a place to discuss
current and emerging technologies,
not to hear about things that are far
outside the mainstream. Print jour-
nals gladly publish such work.
That's their job, not ours.

I know that I've prescribed a lot of
work, but it's essential. Musicians,
who face even stiffer competition
for acceptance, have the saying,
somewhere, right now, someone is
practicing. Somewhere, right now,
someone is preparing a first-rate
symposium paper. How will yours
compare to it? 19\

Book Review of Introduction
to Avionics
Author: R. P.G. Collinson, For-
merly with GEC Marconi-Avionics
Ltd., Rochester, Kent, UK.

ISBN 0-412-48250-9
Price: $59.95
Pages: 456
Published by: Chapman & Hall, 2-6
Boundary Row, London, SEl,
8HN, UK 1996

This is a book intended for graduate
students and professionals who deal
with avionic systems.

The table of contents is:
1 Introduction

1.1 Importance and role of
avionics

1.2 The avionic environment

2 Air data and air data
systems

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Air data information and
its use

2.3 Derivations of air data laws
and relationships

2.4 Air data sensors and
computing

3 Aerodynamics and aircraft
control

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Basic aerodynamics

3.3 Aircraft stability

3.4 Aircraft dynamics

3.5 Longitude control and
response

3.6 Lateral control

3.7 Auto-stabilization systems

4 Fly-by-wire flight control

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Fly-by-wire flight control

4.3 Control Laws

4.4 Redundancy and failure
survival

4.5 Digital Implementation

4.6 Fly-by-light control

5 Inertial sensors and
systems

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Gyros and accelerometers

5.3 Attitude/heading reference
systems

6 Navigation systems

6.1 Introduction and basic
systems

6.2 Inertial navigation

6.3 GPS - global positioning
systems

6.4 Terrain reference
navigation

7 Displays and man-machine
displays

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Head up displays

7.3 Helmet and mounted
displays

7.4 Discussion of HUDs vs
HMD

7.5 Head down displays

7.6 Data fusion

7.7 Intelligent displays
management
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7.8 Displays technology

7.9 Control and data entry

8 Autopilots and flight
management systems

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Autopilots

8.3 Flight management
systems

9 Avionic system integration

9.1 Introduction and background

9.2 Data bus systems

9.3 Integrated modular avionics

Glossary of terms

List of symbols

List of abbreviations

Index

This book is a part of the Chapman
& Hall Microwave Technology Se-
ries edited by Michel-Henri Car-
pentier, Professor III 'Grandes
Ecoles', France and Bradford L.
Smith, International Patents Con-
sultant and Engineer with the AI-
catel group in Paris, France.

The book is very well written and
will give the working engineer a
good understanding of airframe
components. Reading the book

really triggered memorys of 20
years ago when I was a college coop
student working with the guidance
and control group on the HARM
missle program. I learned a lot by
asking questions and having things
explained by different coworkers.
This book would have been a god-
send for me. In reading the book
concepts that were kind of known
became comfortable. For example
Kalman filters and stapdown sys-
tems became better understood by
reading this book. I highly recom-
mend a copy for the engineer work-
ing with airframes or needs to
converse with airframe customers.

Book Review of Phased
Array-Based Systems and
Applications
Author: Nicholas Fourikis, Defence
Science & Technology Organiza-
tion in Salisbury, South Australia.

TK6590.A6F691996
ISBN 0-471-01212-2
Price: $74.95
Pages: 426
Published by: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc. 1997

This book is a part of the Wiley Se-
ries in Microwave and Optical En-
gineering edited by Kai Chang of
Texas A&M University.

This is a great book on Phased Ar-
ray Systems. It is a comprehensive
coverage of the detailed design is-
sues and trade-offs that effect the
Phased Array System engineer. The
book is in a very readable format,
with good use of tables, equations
and illustrations. As a TIR module
designer and Power Amplifier
MMIC designer by trade I am im-
pressed by his coverage of those ar-
eas. The readability of the book is
outstanding. The references are up
to date and thorough.

The working professional in the
area of Phased Array Systems t
needs this book for well rounded
coverage of the technology and
trade-offs.

The table of contents is:
1 Phased Array-Based

Systems and Applications

1.1 Phased Array-Based
Systems

1.2 Radar Systems

1.3 Basic EW Concepts

1.4 Radio-Astronomy Systems
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1.5 Satellite Communication 3.5 Cylindrical and Circular 4.4 Recent Developments
Systems Phased Arrays toward High-Power

1.6 Future Directions and 3.6 Modem Array Synthesis Modules

Trends Procedures 4.5 Summary, Discussion, and

3.7 Additional Quantization Future Trends1.7 Concluding Remarks and a
Postscript Errors 4.6 The Solid State T/R

3.8 Random Errors Modules
2 From Filled Apertures to

Phased Arrays Mounted 3.9 Active and Passive Phased 4.7 The Constituent Parts of

on Fully Steerable Arrays T/R Modules

Structures 3.10 Array Architectures 4.8 Concluding Remarks

2.1 General Considerations 3.11 Array Design 5 Antenna Elements

2.2 The Quest for More
Considerations 5.1 Outline of the

Efficient Apertures 3.12 Wideband Phased Arrays Requirements

2.3 Focal Plane Imaging 3.13 Special Purpose Phased 5.2 Candidates for Phased

Systems Arrays Array Antenna Elements

2.4 Hybrid or Limited Scan 3.14 Beamformers 5.3 Patch Antennas

Phased Array Systems 3.15 Array Performance 5.4 Microstrip Dipoles

2.5 Toward Phased Arrays
Monitoring, Fault Isolation,

5.5 The Quest for High-Qualityand Correction Approaches
Dual-Polarized Antennas

2.6 Ideal Feed Horns 3.16 Affordable Phased Arrays:
Systems Approaches 5.6 Work in Progress

2.7 Concluding Remarks
3.17 Concluding Remarks 5.7 Wideband Antenna

3 Phased Arrays: Elements
Canonical and Wide band 4 Transmit / Receive

Modules 5.8 Concluding Remarks
3.1 Introductory Background

4.1 Vacuum- Tube Amplifiers References
3.2 Theoretical Considerations and Oscillators Index
3.3 Linear Array of Equispaced 4.2 Solid-State Transmitters In summary, here is a phenominal

Line Sources of and Low-Noise Amplifiers book, that is up to date and very
Nonuniform Amplitude 4.3 Important Comparisons readible and should be in the library

3.4 Far-Field Radiation Pattern between SSDs and Vacuum of every Phased Array design engi-
of Planar Arrays Tubes neer.
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International Workshop on
Finite Elements for Microwave
Engineering
From Electromagnetics to Microwave Electronics Software

Futuroscope - Poitiers,
France
July 10-11,1998

Final Call for Papers
Organized by IRCOM, University
of Limoges, UMR CNRS, France
with the collaboration of the Uni-
versity of California at Los Ange-
les, USA and the University of
Florence, Italy

Conference Themes
The Workshop on Finite Elements
for Microwave Engineering will fo-
cus principally on finite element
software relevant to problems of
microwave electronics, passive and
active microwave devices, antennas
and field simulation. Other related
topics of current interest and impor-
tance will also be considered. Pa-
pers presented at the Workshop will
be fully refereed and published in
the French scientific journal An-
nales of Telecommunications.

Location
The Workshop is planned to be held
at the Futurescope Center in
Poitiers, France on Friday and Sat-
urday, 10~11 July 1998. The Work-
shop will immediately precede
PIERS (Progress In Electromagnet-
ics Research Symposium), which
will take place in Nantes, France.

Poi tiers is an attractive city located
just a brief train ride from Nantes
and Paris, making it convenient to
attend PIERS as well as this Work-
shop.

Call For Papers And
Deadlines
Prospective authors are requested to
submit a two-pages paper by Janu-
ary 31, 1998 (by this date your pa-
per must bein the hands of the
Conference Secretariat). Accep-
tance notification: May 15, 1998.
Extended paper will be requested at
the date of the Conference: July 10,
1998. The instruction for the
authors are available at the Internet
site http://ingfi9.die.unifi.
itlpoitiers/ where up to date infor-
mations are also available. Papers
should be addressed to Conference
Secretariat.

Steering Committee
P. Guillon, University of Limoges,
France (Co-Chairman)

T. Itoh, University of California,
Los Angeles, USA (Co-Chairman)

G. Pelosi, University of Florence,
Italy (Scientific Secretary)

J.B. Davies, University College,
London, UK

A. Konrad, University of Toronto,
Ontario, Canada

M. Koshiba, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo, Japan

J.L. Volakis, University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Scientific Advisory
Committee
M. Aubourg, IRCOM, Limoges,
France

J.P. Berenger, CAD-ETCA, Ar-
cueil, France

T.S. Bird, CSIRO, Epping, NSW,
Australia

O. Biro, Graz University of Tech-
nology, Austria

A. Cangellaris, University of Ari-
zona, Tucson, AZ, USA

T.A. Cwik, CalTech, Pasadena,
CA,USA

D.B. Davidson, University of Stel-
lenbosch, South Africa

S.M. El-Ghazaly, Arizona State
University, Tempe, AZ, USA

RL. Ferrari, Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, UK

RD. Graglia, Polythecnic of Turin,
Italy

L.B. Katehi, University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

R Lee, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, OR, USA
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D.A McNamara, COMDEV Ltd,
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada

R. Mittra, Penn State University,
PA,USA

A Roederer, ESA-ESTEC, Noord-
wijk, The Netherlands

T. Rozzi, University of Ancona, it-
aly

J.R. Mosig, Swiss Federal Institute of M. Salazar-Palma, Polythecnic of
Technology, Lausanne, CH Madrid, Spain

G. Mur, Delft University of Tech-
nology, The Netherlands Local Committee

A. Papiernik, University of Nice-
Sophia Antipolis, France

AF. Peterson, Georgia Insitute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA

V. Madrangeas, University of Li-
moges, France

M. Leard, University of Poitiers,
France

E. Paoletti, University of Florence,
Italy

Language
The official language of the confer-
ence for written contributions and
discussions will be English

Conference Secretariat
FEM-Poitiers 98
IRCOM, University of Limoges
123 avenue Albert-Thomas
87060 Limoges Cedex, France
Fax: +33-5-55-457-514
E-mail: dir@ircom.unilim.fr M

The Sixth IEEE International
Conference on Terahertz
Electronics
The University of Leeds,
United Kingdom

3-4 September 1998

Further information:
http://www.elec-
eng.leeds.ac.ukITHz98

Scope and Objectives
The Sixth IEEE International Con-
ference on Terahertz Electronics
will take place 3-4 September 1998
at Weetwood Hall, The University
of Leeds, England, co-sponsored by
the MTT Society of the IEEE. The
previous meeting in this series was
held, under IEEE sponsorship, at
IRAM Grenoble, France in Septem-
ber 1997. This conference has

established itself as the primary
meeting for the terahertz electronics
research community. Its main goal
is to provide a forum for the ex-
change of information on the the-
ory, technology and application of
the emerging and interdisciplinary
field of terahertz electronics, and to
foster an appreciation of the capa-
bilities and future directions of this
technology.

The meeting will be of particular in-
terest to all who use or develop
technology in the frequency range
100 GHz - 10 THz. This broad re-
gion lies at the transition from op-
tics to electronics, and while it has
traditionally been studied for a lim-
ited number of specialist

applications, recent developments
in several fields such as semicon-
ductor physics, short-pulse lasers,
micro machining and other areas
mean that the terahertz frequency
band will soon be utilised far more
widely. Together with the themes
traditionally represented in this se-
ries of meetings, contributions in ar-
eas of emerging technologies and
new applications are particularly
welcome.

The following is a representative
list of topics to be covered at the
Conference:

A Antennas and Arrays

B. Detectors and Receivers
(Schottky diodes, mixers, SIS re-
ceivers, hot electron bolometers)
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Prof Linda Katehi,
Unversity of Michigan,
Ann Arbor

Prof Erik Kollberg,
Chalmers University of
Technology

Prof Michael Shur,
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

Prof Michael Steer,
NC State University, Raleigh

Prof Mark Sherwin,
University of California,
Santa Barbara

Dr Charly Unterrainer,
Technical University of
Vienna

C. Imaging (active and passive)

D. Measurements (quasi-optical
measurements, developments 10

vector analyzer and other meth-
ods.)

E. Modelling of Active and Passive
Components

F. New Fabrication & Integration
Technologies (membrane and mi-
cromachining technologies)

G. OptofTerahertz interactions
(pulsed optical techniques for THz
generation; THz modulation and
optical control of THz)

H. Quasi-Optical Design

1. Sources (developments in exist-
ing fundamental solid-state sources
eg Gunn diodes, HEMTs etc; new
concepts in fundamental sources
using intersubband transitions, ex-
citon effects, tunelling, plasma
wave electronics; developments in
multiplier technology eg Quantum
Barrier Varactors)

Submission of
Abstracts: Deadline: 1
June 1998
Electronic submission of abstracts
is the preferred approach for this
year's event. The organizing com-
mittee strongly encourages all pro-
spective authors to take advantage
of this facility, and to only use
postal submission if they are unable
to submit abstracts electronically.
Full details can be found at:
http://www.elec-eng.leeds.ac.
ukfTHz98

Postal Submission of
Abstracts
If you are unable to use electronic
submission, then mail six copies
of an abstract to: THz98 c/o Dr
Martyn Chamberlain, Department
of Physics, University of Notting-
ham, Nottingham NG7 2RD
United Kingdom to arrive no later
than 1 June 1998. The abstract
should be between two and four
pages long (including illustra-
tions). It must emphasize what is
novel and contain enough detail
for the reviewers to evaluate the
contribution. On the first page,
full contact information (i.e. ad-
dress, tel. and fax numbers and
email address) for the correspond-
ing author must be provided,
along with the most appropriate
topic code (letters A to I) and the
preferred mode of presentation
(oral, poster or either).

Technical Programme
Committee
Dr Don Arnone,

Toshiba Cambridge Research
Centre

Prof Nigel Cronin,
University of Bath

Prof Harold Fetterman, UCLA

Dr J R Gao,
University of Groeningen

Prof P SHall,
University of Birmingham

Prof Tatsuo Itoh, UCLA

Prof Tom Wenckebach,
Delft University of
Technology

For further information, contact:

Dr Stavros lezekiel,
Institute of Microwaves

and Photonics,
School of Electronic and

Electrical Engineering,
University of Leeds,
Leeds LS2 9JT
UK
Tel. +44 (0)113 233 2088

(Direct Dial)
+44 (0)1132332000

(Reception)
Fax. +44 (0)113 233 2032
email:

s.iezekiel@elec-eng.leeds.ac.uk
or consult Web:

http://www .elec-eng.leeds.
ac.uklTHz98
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